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ABSTRACT

The application of big data in different sectors of the economy and its transformative value has recently attracted considerable attention. However, this transformation, driven by the application of advanced technologies that utilize big data—such as the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), and software systems—raises concerns about access to and control over the user data that results from the uptake in using digital technologies. This Article examines the role different legal regimes have in framing access to and control over various forms of user data from the perspective of technology users in the agriculture sector. This Article then goes on to inquire whether copyright law in unpublished works can serve as a model for a new form of data regulation that shifts ownership claims towards ensuring access and controlling disclosure.

The current regime regulating access to and controlling user data is the Fair Information Practices model, implemented primarily through private ordering in contractual arrangement—specifically agreements establishing the relationship between users and technology providers, data intermediaries, and data platforms. This Article seeks to provide a framework that recognizes and protects data originators' privacy and economic interests in user data by proposing a trust model of data
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sharing. It does so by studying the normative roots underpinning copyright protection of unpublished works under the doctrine of joint authorship in copyright law. Based on these normative roots, this Article argues that a sui generis legislative framework can be enacted at the federal level, both in Canada and the United States, in order to cater to the interests of technology users regarding data they originate, particularly in terms of activity data, such as farm-operation data and technical data in the form of agronomy data. The Article identifies rights to control disclosure and access data as two minimum rights, which new legislation ought to recognize as flowing from users’ authorship of data and their categorization as users of works under copyright.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of “big data” and its accompanying “datafication” have become significant trends in everyday life.¹ With the application of advanced technologies and the connections that these technologies demonstrate in their deployment on different spheres, new issues in areas of law governing user data have been brought to the forefront of several types of law: copyright law,² data privacy protection law,³ and contract law concerning access to and control over data.⁴

This Article examines the intersection between copyright law and privacy law in the utilization of user data.⁵ After demonstrating the inadequacy of protection of the rights and interests of technology users under the current fragmented and unclear legal regimes that address

---

¹ See Viktor Mayer-Schönberger & Kenneth Cukier, Big Data: A Revolution That Will Transform How We Live, Work, and Think 6 (2013). The term “datafication” is commonly used to refer to the transformation of information or knowledge about people into a commodity, whereas “big data” describes the practice of drawing new and valuable insights from large datasets to extract value. Id. at 6, 15.


⁵ The term “privacy” is subject to multiple definitions. In its traditional legal definition, privacy’s contours range from the right to be left alone, to the right to be free from unreasonable government searches and seizures, the right to have one’s home free from certain trespasses and surveillance, and the right to make certain essential human decisions without government interference. See Privacy, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (11th ed. 2019). This Article is concerned with legal entitlements to information that bring only one type of privacy concern: control over technology user data. See discussion infra accompanying note 174. “User data” is defined in this Article broadly as encompassing different categories of data that arise from technology users’ activities in diverse spheres, such as agriculture, health, education, etc. See discussion infra Section II.B. Also, the term “user” in this article should be distinguished from its use in copyright scholarship as juxtaposed to “owner” of copyright.
accessibility, availability, and control over data, this Article proposes a data governance approach of regulating user data under a sui generis regime, modeled on copyright. Under this model, the law recognizes technology users as stakeholders in data. As such, they are protected against exploitative, contract-based arrangements through entitlements that allow users to exercise more robust control over the use of their data. The doctrinal foundations of joint authorship in copyright, which recognize the contribution of collaborators,\(^6\) justify protecting the data originator’s privacy and economic interests in user data. The model also has a normative basis in authors’ copyright claims for the unauthorized, public dissemination of private, unpublished works that are revelatory of an author’s identity.

The question of access to and control over data in the big data era, as discussed in this Article, arises with respect to all types and categories of technology user data. This Article, however, will focus specifically on agricultural data because in most jurisdictions, including Canada and the United States, there is no legal regime dedicated to regulating access to or control over agricultural data, unlike other categories of data such as financial or health.\(^7\) Moreover, a focus on agriculture highlights the broad reach of “big data” and “datafication,” as agriculture has been significantly disrupted by big data application despite being one of “the most traditional of traditional industries.”\(^8\)

The question of access to and control over data in the big data era, as discussed in this Article, arises with respect to all types and categories of technology user data. This Article, however, will focus specifically on agricultural data because in most jurisdictions, including Canada and the United States, there is no legal regime dedicated to regulating access to or control over agricultural data, unlike other categories of data such as financial or health.\(^7\) Moreover, a focus on agriculture highlights the broad reach of “big data” and “datafication,” as agriculture has been significantly disrupted by big data application despite being one of “the most traditional of traditional industries.”\(^8\)

The impact of big data in this space provides a great setting to study

---

6. See 17 U.S.C. § 101 (A joint work is “work prepared by two or more authors with the intention that their contributions be merged into inseparable or interdependent parts of a unitary whole.”).


the role of copyright law as an instrument of reigning in access to and control over data.

In fact, little has been written about the connection between agriculture and copyright, unlike the relationship between copyright and other sectors, such as education. To the extent that scholars have addressed intellectual property (IP) issues in agriculture, the relationship has been characterized by a concern with limited areas of law, such as patents in agrobiotechnology and breeders’ rights in plant resources. However, as demonstrated by the considerable media attention given recently to the potential use of big data applications in agriculture, the big data phenomenon has a specific context of application in what is often referred to as digital agriculture or precision farming, in which copyright is invoked as an instrument of control over data.

Similar to the emergence of digital health and digital biology, digital agriculture involves using technology and data collection to inform more efficient, timely, and site-specific farm practices. In this


11. See generally Bertalan Meskó, Zsófia Drobni, Éva Bényei, Bence Gergely & Zsuzsanna Győrffy, Digital Health Is a Cultural Transformation of Traditional Healthcare, 3 mHEALTH 38, 38 (2017) (discussing the emerging role of disruptive technology in the practice of medicine). “Digital biology” refers to the emergence of “the tsunami of genomic information … in research laboratories the world over,” derived from physical genetic resources using the next generation
respects, access to and control over technology users’ data have become the new frontiers of competition among stakeholders in the evolving agricultural landscape, defined by the interconnection between machinery, digital technology, software, and big data applications. For example, a farmer incorporating digital agriculture methods may use a state-of-the-art combine harvester to harvest a season’s crop. Such machinery is equipped with technology to steer itself. It has AI sensors that collect all kinds of data on soil moisture levels, soil nutrients, the location of different crop types, and the volume of crops harvested. The farmer can track all of these categories of data and the corresponding agronomic practices, field notes, and other information using a farm management app on a tablet, like the MyJohnDeere app. This data is typically uploaded onto the cloud (i.e., software and services that run on the Internet, instead of locally on a computer) and shared.
with the company that owns the app, i.e., John Deere. Through an AI application integrated with the app to process the collected historical data, the farmer will usually receive recommendations for the following year’s harvest.

The data collected during the farmer’s use of the high-tech farm equipment is of significant interest for many reasons; if the farmer in the above example rents the land, that data could be sold to the landowner so that the landowner can charge the farmer based on the land’s productivity. The data could also be used to assess how specific varieties of seed and hybrids belonging to affiliates of John Deere are cultivated on such farm fields. The data could also be used to recommend the company’s preferred agricultural inputs (e.g., pesticides and herbicides) for the farm. Moreover, the data could be sold to other actors in the agribusiness value chain, who could either determine the price of products or target the farmer in their advertisements based on the detailed data collected. Likewise, hedgers and speculators in the commodity market are interested in this data. As a result, there is a growing market for data of this kind among brokers (also called data intermediaries) who specialize in collecting and then selling data to whoever is willing to buy it. In addition, the data could simply be

---

23. See Rasmussen, supra note 12, at 503.
stored indefinitely for undefined purposes in the future. These various uses of agricultural data give rise to a range of legal issues that vary based on the type of agricultural data involved.

The dominant mechanism for regulating access to and control over user data is private ordering via contract-based ownership arrangements which allocate the various rights and duties of users in their relationship with technology providers, data intermediaries, and data platforms. In general, questions arise over whether such standard-form contracts, governed by conventional principles of contract law, are adequate to protect the interests of data originators due to three major problems: (1) practical difficulties inherent in making privacy choices, (2) structural power imbalances, and (3) inherent legal limitations that make contractual arrangements for access and control over data ineffective. This contract-based ownership structure is often reinforced through copyright assertions, which underlie claims of how data are accessed, controlled, and shared. Data collectors and processors assert proprietary and ownership control over data, limiting the originators’ access to it. Even though privacy regimes cater to technology users’ interests in their personal data, such regimes are not generally relevant to data originators – such as farmers – once the data is aggregated, anonymized, or de-identified. Even in the absence of aggregation and de-identification, the scope of what constitutes “personal data” under privacy regimes does not correspond with agricultural data in many circumstances. Besides, data could be observed from technology users or inferred and derived from the data they provide or the technology they use. In this context, this Article addresses the question: What recourse do technology users such as farmers have to ensure access to the vast amount of data that originates


26. See discussion infra Part V.

27. See discussion infra Section V.B.


29. See discussion infra Section V.B.

30. See discussion infra Section V.B.

31. See Ferrell, supra note 2, at 16.
from their use of technology, and how do users control the transfer and sharing of such data in a manner that may not be prejudicial to their interests?

Given the high stakes of technology-based activity for users such as farmers and the food system overall, user data in a specific context of application, such as agriculture, has a special and unique significance for society—compared to, for example, the importance of social media data to social media users. Boilerplate contract mechanisms of data access, control, and sharing between technology users, technology, or platform providers cannot address peculiar problems in different contexts of data applications because the impact of big data and datafication differ based on context. For the same reason, traditional data privacy regimes are insufficient to address the concerns elicited by the digitization and datafication of different sectors. This Article aims to show that in an increasingly complex user-data ecosystem, copyright plays a vital role as an instrument of control over data handled by upstream actors (i.e., data collectors, processors, and aggregators).

Copyright law grants certain economic and moral rights to individuals identified as “authors.” Although authorship is primarily defined through an individual’s efforts to create copyrightable work, the normative roots of joint authorship doctrine reveal that non-copyrightable works can also be authored. Thus, it is argued that a sui generis legal regime could be enacted to entitle “authors” of non-copyrightable works, which are integrated with collaborative works covered by copyright, to certain rights. When data collectors, processors, and aggregators assert copyright ownership over user data through contractual entitlement, the application of copyright law, or use of technology protection measures (TPMs), the data originators should be recognized as contributors to the authorship of such data and be entitled to certain rights. Such recognition is necessary to provide the requisite basis for trust in data sharing, thereby assuring technology

32. See infra text accompanying notes 432–36.
34. See infra Section V.B. (discussing the inadequacy of data privacy regimes to protect agricultural data).
36. See discussion infra Section VI.C.
37. TPMs include such things as encryption, passwords, and access controls that are used to block or limit access to a work, or certain actions with respect to the work (e.g., copying). See Dean S. Marks & Bruce H. Turnbull, Technical Protection Measures: The Intersection of Technology, Law and Commercial Licenses, 46 J. COPYRIGHT SOCY U.S.A. 563, 597–98 (1998).
users of their right to access and control data sourced from them.\textsuperscript{38} Given the globally pervasive nature of the big data phenomenon,\textsuperscript{39} the discussion refers to users’ data access and control issues in other jurisdictions. Still, the focus of the inquiry is limited to the legal frameworks of the United States and Canada.

This Article is structured as follows: Part II sets the stage by describing the transformative effect of the big data phenomenon in the deployment of advanced technologies while also defining user data that results from it as the primary subject of analysis. The discussion aims to establish the backdrop against which issues of access and control over user data arise by identifying key players and actors in the user data ecosystem based on specific examples. Part III subsequently sets out the legal questions concerning user data by demonstrating the significance and relevance of the questions, using as an example the ongoing dispute in the American poultry industry where sharing user data with third parties without user consent resulted in litigation. Part IV grounds the Article in the trust model of privacy as opposed to the traditional Fair Information Practices model.

Part V then explores the contract mechanisms and privacy regimes that govern access to and control over user data. While noting that contractual arrangements for data-sharing tend to be exploitative and riddled with power imbalances, the discussion shows that user data often lies outside the remit of privacy regimes, thereby resulting in the lack of recourse to data originators in guaranteeing access and securing control.

The discussion in Part VI attempts to lay out a framework for users’ claims to data grounded in the normative roots of copyright doctrines, which cater to the privacy interests of authors of copyrightable works. While demonstrating data originators’ lack of

\textsuperscript{38} In theories of privacy, trust, and trustworthiness are emphasized as alternatives to earlier theories that are based on the model of fair information practices—a model which focuses on notice to end users and end-user choice, mainly through contracts. See generally Christopher W. Savage, Managing the Ambient Trust Commons: The Economics of Online Consumer Information Privacy, 22 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 95 (2019) (arguing that trust is best viewed as a common-pool resource for the online ecosystem to manage); Neil Richards & Woodrow Hartzog, Taking Trust Seriously in Privacy Law, 19 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 431 (2016) (arguing that privacy can and should be thought of as enabling trust in essential information relationships); Woodrow Hartzog, The Inadequate, Invaluable Fair Information Practices, 76 Md. L. Rev. 952 (2017) (arguing that lawmakers should provide more than “Fair Information Practices” in privacy law).

recourse to access and control of data under existing copyright, the discussion also reveals how recent jurisprudential developments enable the appropriation of user data as processed data and in aggregated form, thereby reinforcing the assertion of rights by data collectors, processors, and aggregators at the expense of data originators.\textsuperscript{40} In proposing the adoption of a \textit{sui generis} legal framework modeled on copyright law to protect technology users, the discussion in Part VI justifies the assertion that authorship of data has a basis in the doctrine of joint authorship, recognizing the contribution of non-copyrightable works in a joint work.

The argument advanced in this Article is that in circumstances where data collectors, processors, and aggregators assert copyright ownership over user data—whether based on a contractual entitlement or an underlying copyright claim to the work—technology users should be entitled to certain rights that mimic those granted to a contributor to a joint work under copyright. Based on conclusions drawn from such analysis, Part VII defines the nature and content of a potential legislative framework for user data, identifying the minimum right to control data disclosure and access as entitlements that such a framework should accord to users. Lastly, Part VIII offers conclusions and highlights issues for further inquiry concerning different data sets.

II. USER DATA IN THE BIG DATA ERA IN AGRICULTURE

\textit{A. The Big Data Landscape}

There is presently no working definition for the term “big data.”\textsuperscript{41} The classic definition of big data comes from a 2001 Gartner report that anchored the definition on several data-specific characteristics called the “three Vs” of big data: volume, velocity, and variety.\textsuperscript{42} The report proposed that volume refers to the amount of data, velocity to how rapidly data are produced, and variety to the diversity of the data formats.\textsuperscript{43} From a technological point of view, the “three Vs” definition of big data is taken as “high-volume, high-velocity and/or high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing that enable enhanced insight, decision making,
and process automation.” 44 Later, the concept was expanded to include a fourth V, veracity, which refers to “the level of reliability associated with certain types of data” that brings issues of trust and uncertainty regarding the data and the outcome of the data analysis. 45 According to Cukier and Mayer-Schoenberger, “[b]ig data is also characterized by the ability to render into data many aspects of the world that have never been quantified before; ... ‘datafication.’” 46 Datafication is commonly understood as putting a phenomenon “in a quantified format so it can be tabulated and analyzed.” 47

Datafication is manifested in a variety of forms. In earlier times, datafication existed when “a relatively small volume of analog data was produced and made available through a limited number of channels.” 48 The phenomenon of big data builds on these early forms of datafication by adding new technological units for data collection in the form of near and remote sensors mounted on devices and machinery in a technological infrastructure generally referred to as the Internet of Things (IoT). 49 The IoT technologies collect and aggregate data from multiple data sources in the digital landscape, taking the form of connected cars, wearables, home systems, home appliances, digital assistants, and other technologies. 50 It is, for example, suggested that there will be at least 240 sensors on a new combine harvester and

---


47. Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, supra note 1, at 78.


upwards of sixty sensors on a new, sizeable, state-of-the-art tractor.\textsuperscript{51} These sensors collect all kinds of data in their respective applications, such as soil moisture levels, soil nutrients, location of crop types, and volume of harvested crops.\textsuperscript{52}

The digital landscape precipitated by IoT technologies is increasingly transformed by the emergence of software apps and digital platforms in various applications, which embrace AI-based data analytics (i.e., the capability to analyze big data).\textsuperscript{53} With the deployment of AI techniques such as machine learning, data analytics are increasingly applied to future decision-making processes in health, agriculture, consumer market, education, and other sectors for predictive and prescriptive analysis.\textsuperscript{54} Numerous technology actors have emerged in such diverse sectors to solve various problems using AI, blockchain, and cloud computing.\textsuperscript{55} In agriculture, for example, major seed, agrochemical, and equipment suppliers have become technology actors by developing their own data analytics platforms.\textsuperscript{56}

Leveraging the potential of big data for growth and innovation in this growing landscape requires finding a balance between diverse interests in data. To properly understand the diverse interests attached to data actuated by big data, it is first necessary to identify the various categories of data generated and collected, and then to define the ecosystem of actors with a stake in these categories of data.

\textbf{B. Categories of User Data}

User data in this Article can be understood as encompassing diverse categories of data stemming from individuals’ use of technology that has data collection capability in general, instead of the narrower

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{52} Id. at 1.
\item \textsuperscript{53} Shepherd et al., supra note 48, at 5085.
\item \textsuperscript{55} See infra Section II.C.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
category of personal data, as often understood in data protection law.\textsuperscript{57} The web of interests surrounding user data can be distinguished according to the various data categories relating to the origin of the data. User data in various sectors become subject to multiple forms of control (e.g., privacy, technical, and ownership control) by different actors as it transitions through the chain of value additions after initial collection.\textsuperscript{58} Therefore, it is essential to categorize the different varieties of user data based on the source. Legal entitlements to data are determined through the value added at the point of origin in each case.

The first category of user data in the era of big data is technical data. Technical data are collected using sensors and tracking technologies in digital applications, such as wearable technologies for humans (e.g., Fitbit), global positioning systems deployed on a farm, yield monitors, and variable rate application systems that result in highly detailed digital data.\textsuperscript{59} Typical examples of technical data would be agronomic data (collected about a farm using state-of-the-art sensors mounted on farm equipment), animal monitors, and tracking technologies to measure soil quality and nutrients, moisture levels, and crop yields, \textit{inter alia}.\textsuperscript{60} Machinery that is now typically equipped with digital sensors includes tractors, harvesters, sprayers, seeders, and irrigation systems.\textsuperscript{61}

The second category of data is activity data, which encompasses things like farm operation data and daily nutrition and diet data.\textsuperscript{62} Unlike the aforementioned technical data, which are automatically collected through sensors, activity data are often entered into a software system through keystrokes.\textsuperscript{63} For example, farm operation data are data about the farmer’s activities captured using a growing

\textsuperscript{57}. See discussion \textit{infra} Section V.B defining “personal data” under privacy regimes.


\textsuperscript{61}. \textit{Id.} at 12.

\textsuperscript{62}. \textit{Id.} at 5.

number of farm management software applications and platforms, which can be accessed on mobile devices and tablets. Farm management software and platforms transform and externalize farmers’ knowledge and practice into data by capturing information that includes records of seeded acres, seed variety, spray dates, pesticide details, animal feed, etc.

The third category of data is machine and device data. This is data automatically recorded during the performance and operation of machinery and incorporates information like engine run-time, speed, GPS location, and the performance of steering, hydraulics, and gearbox systems. Machine data also includes service data, specifically data used for vehicle maintenance and repair.

Meanwhile, technical data, activity data, and machine-and-device data make up what is conventionally referred to as “raw” data, in that it is directly related to the subject of data collection, such as a farm or the human body as a source. Another category of data is often referred to as “cooked” or “processed” data, which is indirectly related to the farm, the human body, or the subject of data collection in general. The distinction between raw data and processed data is based on a metaphorical explanation of the relationship between a set of data and its original source. Raw data is unprocessed, whereas cooked data is processed and analyzed. In reality, though, raw data are often shared.

---


67. See EU Code of Conduct, supra note 65.


69. Id.

70. Id. at 31.

71. Id. at 39.
with either technology providers (TPs) or software and data platform operators through a cloud-based sharing system. Usually, such raw data is processed using data analytics to extract insights relevant to the respective application, such as agricultural production through input-use optimization and better management of natural resources at the farm level. But concerns about access to and control over data arise in legal and technical constraints, which farmers’ and other stakeholders’ access to processed data of this nature and their control over the destination of the technical data, activity data, and machine and device data. The question that arises here relates to how legal regimes surrounding access to and control over diverse user data sets affect data originators and other stakeholders in the respective data ecosystems. Nevertheless, before addressing this question, the following Section will briefly describe the actors with diverse interests in user data.

C. Participants in User Data Ecosystems

Once user data is collected from a source, such as a farm, it becomes a subject of interest to various stakeholders. The concept of the data ecosystem, derived from the idea of biological ecosystems, best explains the diverse interactions between the actors who contribute to constructing or manipulating data and their related technologies in a particular sector. Technology users are the primary constituents of a data ecosystem. They produce and consume data for their own use, such as making health, consumer, or on-farm decisions.

For example, farmers utilize data to inform and guide decisions that will improve efficiency through more targeted on-farm inputs and

---

72. Id. at 41.
73. Alfons Weersink, Evan Fraser, David Pannell, Emily Duncan & Sarah Rotz, Opportunities and Challenges for Big Data in Agricultural and Environmental Analysis, 10 ANN. REV. RES. ECON. 19, 21 (2018).
74. Data ecosystem is defined as “a loose set of interacting actors that directly or indirectly consume, produce, or provide data and other related resources.” Marcelo Iury S. Oliveira, Glória de Fátima Barros Lima & Bernadette Farias Lóscio, Investigations into Data Ecosystems: A Systematic Mapping Study, 61 KNOWLEDGE & INFO. SYS. 589, 604 (2019); see JOSHUA GELHAAR & BORIS OTTO, CHALLENGES IN THE EMERGENCE OF DATA ECOSYSTEMS 2 (2020), https://www.researchgate.net/publication/341930759_Challenges_in_the_Emergence_of_Data_Ecosystems [https://perma.cc/KJP9-D2XE]. For the application of data ecosystem approach in data ownership and control, see Teresa Scassa, Ownership and Control over Publicly Accessible Platform Data, 43 ONLINE INFO. REV. 986 (2019) [Scassa, hereinafter].
75. See Oliveira et al., supra note 74, at 601.
automation applications. And linking data on an individual farm basis will increase the productivity and profitability of farming operations by generating prescriptive and predictive insights for the field. However, agricultural data has more pronounced benefits in the production value chain. In this context, value-chain actors such as insurers, storage, and transport logistics providers utilize agricultural data to improve their businesses and market position. Additionally, retailers, processors, and consumers increasingly use technologies to ensure the traceability of products in niche and premium markets like the agricultural market.

While technology users are the primary contributors to the data ecosystem, TPs and data intermediaries have also emerged as significant players. More specifically, TPs deliver hardware tools (such as smart tractors and feed systems) and accompanying software solutions aimed at mining, storing, and processing data. Many such agricultural technology providers (ATPs) have, in fact, seized the opportunity to develop their own data storage and analytics platforms.

Data intermediaries are entities that capitalize on the value of data in the so-called “data marketplace”: a platform on which data products are traded. Mostly taking place within an existing value network, such as the agriculture or health sector, data intermediaries match supply and demand for data suppliers and consumers who “use data to gain insights, develop applications, and make decisions.”

78. Id. at 5.
79. Id.
82. See, e.g., Tobias Buck, Bayer Keen to Shift Attention from Monsanto Woe to Tech Vision, FIN. TIMES (Jan. 24, 2019), https://www.ft.com/content/63942794-1b32-11e9-9e64-d150b3105d21 [https://perma.cc/4XBA-LPE7].
intermediaries comprise data platforms, vendors, and consumers. The category of intermediaries referred to as “data platforms” enables others to upload and sell their data products, subject to varying licensing models. Data vendors (also called data brokers, data aggregators, consolidators, or resellers) gather data into privately-held infrastructures and offer it to others, mainly for a given fee.

Data intermediaries can gather data from both public and private sources. They then scale “small data” and mash them with big data “to construct a suite of derived data products, wherein value is added through integration and data analytics, creating profiles of individuals, groups and places, and predictions.” In agriculture, for example, data consumers in the data marketplace may be comprised of the farmers themselves, agricultural input providers, and various actors in the agricultural product value chain (such as wholesalers, futures traders, and hedgers).

Indeed, this type of data provides more value for technology users once it is converted into information suitable for decision-making (using analytic data techniques) than it does if stored in silos. For example, ATPs and data intermediaries often offer farmers data-based “prescriptions” of future farming for a fee, in a pattern that has gained traction as “prescriptive planting.” Farmers are required to share
their agricultural data with ATPs, data platforms, and intermediaries who “process” raw agricultural data to offer solutions and insights, which can then inform and provide guidance in farming decisions.\footnote{See Zachary R. Trail, Rights in a Cloud of Dust: The Value and Qualities of Farm Data and How Its Property Rights Should Be Viewed Moving Forward, 71 Ark. L. Rev. 319, 320 (2018).}


Moreover, major agricultural input providers have engaged in the development, acquisition, and investment of data platforms. For example, Monsanto’s subsidiary, the Climate Corporation, offers FieldView, an interface that makes agronomic advice available to farmers and interacts with agricultural machines. Bayer has launched a similar service called FieldManager, while BASF uses the Maglis interface and DowDuPont the Encirca platform.

Mergers and reciprocal relationships across TPs, service and product providers, data intermediaries, and data platforms raise significant competition governance and antitrust issues, which are explored elsewhere. A problem that is pertinent to this Article—which has not received a level of attention proportional to the stakes involved—is the question of data access and control among data originators, such as farmers who produce data, and the many other players who collect, aggregate, process, and utilize such data to improve...
their business and market position. For example, there is a growing concern that the concentration of agricultural data in the hands of just a few large companies could privilege these companies at the expense of farmers, thereby endangering both competition in the agri-food sector and the provision of certain essential public goods through agriculture.\footnote{See Katarzyna Kosior, Towards a New Data Economy for EU Agriculture, 23 STUDIA EUROPEJSKIE - STUD. EUR. AFFS. 91, 92–93 (2019); Bronson & Knezevic, supra note 102, at 65.}

III. ACCESS TO AND CONTROL OVER USER DATA: THE RECOURSE THAT IS AVAILABLE TO DATA ORIGINATORS

Given the centrality of big data to the transformative effect of the current digital economy, significant questions arise about who should have access to the vast amount of data that results from individuals’ use of technology in different contexts and who controls the destination of this data. For example, other agricultural actors—who capitalize on digital agriculture to influence farm decisions and claim a share in the benefits of farm operations—increasingly threaten farmers’ access to and control over agricultural data.\footnote{See Atik & Martens, supra note 101.} Despite the abundance of data that is generated through digital agriculture activities, counterintuitively, farmers are increasingly faced with “data drought.”\footnote{See Shely Aronov, Can Farmers Beat the Data Drought?, FORBES (Jan. 19, 2021, 8:30 AM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2021/01/19/can-farmers-beat-the-data-drought/?sh=44bee18c14ef [https://perma.cc/VYX7-P8BE].} In this respect, digital agriculture brings additional concerns into the distribution of power and autonomy in agricultural systems on account of access to and control over data.

Many authors and commentators in the social sciences have pointed out that control over massive datasets could give TPs, data intermediaries, data platforms, and others who access these datasets an unfair competitive advantage in the marketplace.\footnote{See Sykuta, supra note 3, at 59; Keith Cole, Shannon Ferrell & Terry Griffin, Big Data in Agriculture: A Challenge for the Future, 40 APPLIED ECON. PERSPS. & POLY 79, 84 (2018); Leopold, supra note 4, at 408; Jody L. Ferris, Data Privacy and Protection in the Agriculture Industry: Is Federal Regulation Necessary?, 18 MINN. J.L. SCI. & TECH. 309, 309 (2017).} For example, employers, insurance companies, pharmaceutical data mining companies, drug manufacturers, and medical researchers all want access to patients’ data to conduct research, assist treatment, provide coverage, assess opportunities, process claims, and market products.\footnote{See N. Nina Zivanovic, Medical Information as a Hot Commodity: The Need for Stronger Protection of Patient Health Information, 19 INTELL. PROP. L. BULL. 183, 183 (2014); see also Jianyan Fang, Health Data at Your Fingertips: Federal Regulatory Proposals for}
Agribusinesses could use data to inform their pricing models for seeds and inputs, depending on the farmer’s historical yield data. Similarly, ATPs could sell yield data to commodity traders where the equipment harvests thousands of acres of cropland each year. A legal question arises in these particular examples: How can technology users such as farmers protect data collected from their fields? If this data falls into the hands of competitors or other actors in the agricultural value chain, it could give them an unfair competitive edge through, for example, the discovery of farmer’s planting practices, fertilizer use, and pricing.

This question presupposes an asymmetric access and control relationship between data originators and the actors who collect and process this data. Such asymmetry is illustrated in an antitrust lawsuit currently ongoing within the US poultry industry concerning price-fixing allegations based on access to agricultural data. Agri Stats is a database company that gathers information from 95 percent of poultry processors. It tracks twenty-two million birds a day and provides data on the number of egg-laying hens that are on a competitor’s farm. This data consequently allows one to predict the number of eggs laid, hatched, and ultimately reared on that farm, all of which are key markers of future production. The data, which includes exhaustive information about the internal operations of the biggest poultry corporations (e.g., bird sizes, product mixes, and financial returns at participating plants), is made available in a monthly report that can only be accessed through an Agri Stats subscription. Several lawsuits by farmers, retailers, and distributors are pending against poultry processors on the ground that these companies have colluded by using information from Agri Stats to keep farmers’ wages down while simultaneously inflating bird prices. Although Agri Stats refutes the
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allegation of collusion in the antitrust claim, a pertinent question raised in this Article concerns the recourse available to farmers in ensuring access to and control over the kind of agricultural data provided by Agri Stats to chicken processors. Similar scenarios in other domains of the agricultural sector could unfold with agricultural data generated through the digitization of agriculture, and any number of other sectors, given the increasing shift toward data and datafication across the board, as shown in the discussion in the previous Part.

The legal discussion surrounding user data is often concerned with data privacy. Nevertheless, a key element in the transactional relationship between technology users, TPs, data intermediaries, and data platforms relates to data ownership, which directly affects who controls and benefits from agricultural data. Access to user data is often discussed in the context of property—to own is to have access. Thus, it is important to examine who owns user data and exercises access to and control over it, especially when data is shared with many actors in the specific data ecosystems, such as in digital agriculture.

IV. CREATING TRUST IN BIG DATA: INEFFECTIVENESS OF THE FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES REGIME

In the era of big data, privacy norms have evolved to the extent that early principles governing the collection, use, and sharing of data are not considered up to the task of governing new privacy harms. In the first wave of privacy protection during the age of personal computing in the 1970s, the Fair Information Practices (FIPs) emerged as model principles governing responsible data practices. FIPs-based
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approaches to regulating privacy incorporate a set of principles for protecting the privacy of individuals through principles such as data minimization, correction and deletion rights conferral, and industry self-regulation based on notice and consent.\textsuperscript{121} The first wave of privacy protection focused on “rectifying mistakes that have contributed to ubiquitous commodification and corporate surveillance,” and the second wave of privacy protection—which is currently ongoing—imposes some obligations on data collectors and processors.\textsuperscript{122} Privacy protection in the second wave incorporates FIPs like completing privacy impact assessments (PIAs), hiring chief privacy officers (CPOs) and staff, conducting audits, writing and adhering to industry codes of conduct, self-certifying compliance, keeping records and paper trails, automating compliance, and developing internal processes for adjudicating customer rights.\textsuperscript{123}

However, privacy scholars and policy makers have pointed out the limitations of the FIPs approach are generally due to its focus on atomistic, rather than holistic, personal autonomy and choice that rely on industries monitoring themselves through ongoing internal compliance to protect individuals’ rights to access, correct, delete, and port information.\textsuperscript{124} Waldman, a prominent privacy scholar, notes FIPs that have become common in the second wave of privacy “neither materially shift privacy law’s political economy nor meaningfully limit the information economy’s data-extractive business model.”\textsuperscript{125}

Therefore, critical privacy scholars have long advocated that privacy law should seek to guarantee values other than atomistic individual rights to privacy.\textsuperscript{126} For example, Cohen notes that privacy has social value and “furthers fundamental public policy goals relating to liberal democratic citizenship, innovation, and human flourishing.”\textsuperscript{127} Nissenbaum conceptualizes privacy in terms of context-specific norms
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of information flow.\textsuperscript{128} Similarly, there is a growing scholarship that views privacy in relational terms of trust and trustworthiness.\textsuperscript{129}

The context-specific information flow aspect of privacy and the value of trust are salient points with respect to the consideration of user-data governance as addressed in this Article. For example, in agricultural data governance, the importance of trust is demonstrated in the farmers’ willingness, or lack thereof, to share their data with agribusinesses that develop digital technologies.\textsuperscript{130} Studies show that farmers’ are reluctant to share their data with technology developers because of the trust concerns arising from procedural worries about transparency and distributional concerns about who benefits from access to and use of farmers’ data.\textsuperscript{131} After analyzing the EU contractual model for agricultural data sharing through the lens of the literature on trust and contract agreements, Simone van der Burg and her co-authors argue that the contractual models risk protecting agribusinesses in accountability relationships instead of fostering trust, thereby disadvantaging farmers.\textsuperscript{132} Lack of trust in agricultural data sharing is mentioned as a current barrier to the uptake of digital agriculture.\textsuperscript{133}

In line with critical privacy scholars’ attempt to look beyond the traditional model of FIPs, this Article aspires to ground data privacy governance on fostering trust relationships between data originators on the one hand and data collectors, processors, and users on the other. It demonstrates how copyright law can be leveraged to design an alternative \textit{sui generis} framework for technology-user data that guarantees certain rights to be held by farmers as a basis for trust in data sharing.\textsuperscript{134} Similar to trust-based proposals for regulating privacy that would impose on industries fiduciary duties of care and loyalty, as
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defined by the common law, this Article proposes the recognition of access rights and control of disclosure in copyrights that would form a basis for the transactional relationship between agricultural data ecosystem players.\textsuperscript{135}

The discussion in the following Part makes a case for staking new ground for user-data governance by first addressing the nature of access to and control over user data and how the legal relationship between data originators and other actors who collect, process, and utilize such data is defined and protected under existing law. Then, after exploring the current state of the law and demonstrating the potential power imbalance it creates in favor of TPs, data intermediaries, and data platforms, the discussion centers on how the law should structure such a relationship by modeling copyright.

V. EXISTING MECHANISMS FOR ACCESS TO AND CONTROL OF DATA

To a large extent, contract law, data protection law (also called data privacy law), and ownership regimes govern the relationship between data originators and others who access and control data.\textsuperscript{136} Contractual stipulations regulate the relationship between technology users functioning as data originators, such as farmers and other actors like data collectors, processors, and users, giving technology users a private cause of action against a contracting party concerning the type of data addressed by the relevant contract.\textsuperscript{137} While privacy regimes generally serve the interests of data originators in accessing and controlling certain categories of data, some types of data may be subject to other actors’ ownership interests.\textsuperscript{138} The discussion in this Part explores the rights and interests of technology users under existing law and arrangements from the perspective of farmers’ access and control over agricultural data.


\textsuperscript{137} See Davis & Marotta-Wurgler, \textit{supra} note 33, at 682.

\textsuperscript{138} See discussion \textit{infra} Section 5.B.
A. Contracting for User Data

The primary means by which user data is controlled, managed, and shared consist of private ordering mechanisms through terms-of-service agreements, including end-user licensing agreements (EULAs), privacy policies, terms of service, and other online contracts or disclaimers that technology users must agree to before installing software on their phones, tablets, or other hardware. In general, questions arise over whether such standard-form contracts, governed by conventional principles of contract law, are adequate to protect the interests of data originators due to three major problems: practical difficulties inherent in making privacy choices, structural power imbalances, and inherent legal limitations that make ineffective contractual arrangements for access and control over data.

In terms of practical difficulties, data originators use data platforms to store and analyze their data without reading the contractual stipulations that outline which entities are granted access to their data. A survey of farmers in Australia found that 74 percent of respondents “did not know much about the terms and conditions relating to data collection in their agreement with service providers.” These contracts usually define the terms of data collection, use, and transfer, and specify which entities are granted access to the farmers’ individual and aggregated data. Typically, in such contracts, farmers “own” their data. Representatives for ATPs have publicly stated that farmers will continue to own whatever data are generated by or collected on their operations and can opt out of ATP cloud services if
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they so choose.\textsuperscript{144} However, it is unclear what ownership of user data looks like once the data is de-identified (i.e., personally identifiable information is removed from the data) or to which party the data is transferred, even without de-identification.

In terms of structural power imbalances, data originators face information barriers that result in them ostensibly agreeing to have their data collected by corporations.\textsuperscript{145} In a typical digital agriculture arrangement, data intermediaries and ATPs perpetually accumulate data from farmers, often in exchange for subscription fees for services on their platforms.\textsuperscript{146} However, the value extracted from such data is rarely shared with those farmers.\textsuperscript{147} Besides, farmers are usually also unknowingly accepting the terms of ATPs that control or benefit from digital agriculture.\textsuperscript{148} In this respect, the power imbalance between data contributors and data aggregators is evidenced by the inability of farmers to negotiate the standard terms of large agribusiness data licenses that govern agricultural technology.\textsuperscript{149} Furthermore, farmers may not have control over the data they generate since their use of such data will depend on third-party infrastructure and software.\textsuperscript{150} In agreeing to the disclosure of data to third parties, data originators have
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little sense of the universe of third parties who are likely to also have access to the data.\textsuperscript{151}

Even without the practical difficulties of privacy control and structural power imbalances, contract law may pose a challenge to data originators’ control of data. Given that the contractual protections apply only to original transacting parties, the data originators’ consent in collecting data is not dispositive of their ability to access and control data.\textsuperscript{152} In this case, contractual rights and duties that typically only bind the contracting parties may be of limited value when data is transferred to other parties.\textsuperscript{153} It is contended that “[i]t is possible to ‘own’ [agricultural] data [as a matter binding between two contracting parties] but have little control over who and how the data is used.”\textsuperscript{154} In a trend that scholars of critical data studies characterize as “data grab” and which political economy scholars frame as the new “extraction,” contractual arrangements are increasingly used to “dispossess” farmers of their agricultural data and the value it may generate.\textsuperscript{155} This is often referred to as the “digital data divide,” a divide between those who contribute data to gain actionable information in a usable form and those who control, aggregate, and share that data.\textsuperscript{156}

The challenges of ensuring access to and control over data through contractual arrangements that uniquely privilege those who collect, process, and utilize data necessitates legal intervention to mandatorily regulate the collection, use, and ownership of data on behalf of data originators, such as farmers. In the absence of such a regulatory regime in agriculture, a set of instruments that incorporate voluntary rules and principles regarding ownership and control of agricultural data have emerged in the European Union, the United States, Australia, and New Zealand.\textsuperscript{157} In the United States and
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Canada, Ag Data Transparent (ADT) aims to incentivize ATPs to increase transparency in data contracts by assessing and certifying data contracts between ATPs and farmers, thereby reflecting a set of principles as ADT. These voluntary initiatives, particularly the EU and US rules and principles, seek to emulate the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) by assigning primary data “ownership” rights to farmers. However, these rules and principles accept the primacy of contracts over proposed rights for farmers and may not, in their legal design, respond to the challenges of ensuring access to and control over data in the relationship between farmers and ATPs, even if adopted as legally binding laws.

Therefore, it is necessary to examine any protection that data originators might have regarding access to and control over their data under legal regimes that mandatorily bind contracting parties in these circumstances. Hence, the question remains of whether data originators can assert a level of access to and control over user data under the privacy regime.

**B. User Data and Privacy Regimes**

An area of law that could enable technology users to assert control over and access the data they originate is the Canadian Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), and Europe’s GDPR are examples of privacy legislation to regulate the collection, aggregation, and sharing of “personal data” generated by data originators who qualify as “data subjects.”
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User data, constituting technical data, such as agronomic data, activity data like farm operation data, and machine and device-generated data, can have aspects that qualify as “personal data.” Therefore, it is necessary to consider the relationship between user data in general and personal data to determine the scope of coverage of user data under personal data protection regimes.

Data privacy regimes generally center definitions of personal data on information “about” or “relating to” an “identified/identifiable individual.” An important task in determining the scope of personal data is to establish the connection between the information in question and an individual. The term “relating to” or “about” might be fulfilled whenever the data reveal an identified or identifiable person. But questions arise over whether “personal data” may be narrowly applied to circumstances—such as when the information pertains directly to a particular person, or broadly, such as when the information concerns objects, processes, or events in the first place but inferences can be made that relate indirectly to individuals.

Canada’s Office of the Privacy Commissioner has adopted a contextual approach to the scope of “about,” which considers the context of the information collection, use, and disclosure. Thus, it has been decided that the sales records of independent real estate agents constitute commercial information connected with the business being conducted and personal information concerning the individual real estate agents. Photographing tenants’ apartments without consent is likewise considered a violation of privacy if details of the apartments in
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the photographs reveal something of the individual’s personal nature.\footnote{167}

Based on these accounts, user data such as agricultural data containing agronomic information (including the nutrient content of farmland), farm operation data that include the farmer’s activities (such as how frequently spraying is performed), and machine data comprising information about the frequency of using an item of farm equipment may qualify as personal data when they are attributed to an identified or identifiable individual.\footnote{168} Agricultural data of this nature can reveal the types of soil fertilizer used by a farmer on his or her farm as well as the farmer’s practices and preferences.\footnote{169}

In judicial interpretations of the scope of personal data under PIPEDA, the Canadian courts have adopted a two-tiered determination of personal information based on the cumulative requirement for the information to be “about” an “identifiable individual.”\footnote{170} In Canada (Information Commissioner), the Federal Court of Appeal distinguished between information “about” an individual and information “about” something else by deciding that information can only be “about” an individual where it involves subjects that “engage [an individual’s] right to privacy.”\footnote{171} This right is said to connote “concepts of intimacy, identity, dignity, and integrity of the individual.”\footnote{172} Accordingly, air traffic control recordings relating to air accidents investigated by the Canadian Transportation Accident Investigation and Safety Board were determined to be information “about the status of the aircraft, weather conditions, matters associated with air traffic control and the utterances of the pilots and controllers.”\footnote{173} However, these recordings and transcripts did not engage individuals’ right to privacy since they consisted of “non-personal information transmitted by an individual in...
job-related circumstances." Hence, they “[did] not match the concept of ‘privacy’ and the values that concept [was] meant to protect.” Similarly, user data such as agricultural data—forming an inherent part of farmers’ economic livelihood—could be held to be job-related and not strictly fall under the traditional notion of privacy. Although some form of agricultural data could qualify as personal data, the link that must be made between the information and the individual farmer would likely be subject to a case-by-case evaluation on whether it falls under the scope of PIPEDA.

In this respect, the EU data protection regime better elaborates the level of linkage necessary for information to be considered “relating to” an individual. According to the EU’s Article 29 Working Party (an advisory body providing the most authoritative guidance on data), in order for data to “relate” to an individual, at least one of the following three elements needs to be present: content, purpose, or results. The “content” element can be established when the information concerns a particular person in the most literal understanding of “relating to.” Meanwhile, the “purpose” element exists when the information is used or is likely to be used to evaluate, treat, or influence the status or behavior of an individual, compared to other individuals. Regarding the “result” element, data can be considered to “relate” to an individual because its use is likely to affect that person’s rights and interests, considering the specific circumstances. This element is fulfilled if, at the minimum, an individual could be treated differently from others because of the processing of such data.
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For agricultural data to be protected under privacy regimes, it must also be closely associated with the data subject. This data subject must be identified or identifiable. While the primary means of identifying a data subject is their name, the subject may also be identified by other means that render them “identifiable,” such as personal identifiers like Internet Protocol addresses, geolocation, biometric data, or browsing history. The existence (or non-existence,) of this possibility for identification distinguishes user data, such as agricultural data, from personal data. Since agronomic and farm operation data primarily deal with farm-related information, the extent to which these data categories can be used to identify particular farmers will render them either personal or nonpersonal.

According to Recital 26 of the EU GDPR, in order to determine whether a person is identifiable, “account should be taken of all the means likely reasonably to be used, such as singling out, either by the controller or by any other person to identify the natural person directly or indirectly.” Factors such as the cost of conducting this identification, the intended purpose of the identification, the structure of the processing, and interests at stake for the individuals concerned are taken into account when determining whether the subject is identifiable. Where identification is not “reasonably likely,” the information will be considered anonymized and fall outside the regime of protection.

However, it is often difficult to determine the level of anonymization that information must be subject to before it is considered satisfactory. Canada’s Privacy Commissioner has historically advanced the position that personal data falls within the scope of the privacy regime if “there is a serious possibility that someone
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could identify the available information.” Nevertheless, courts have adopted a more practical “reasonable expectations” test, in which information is still considered to be about an “identifiable” individual “if it is reasonable to expect that an individual can be identified from the information in the issue, including when combined with information from sources otherwise available.” However, even though a vast amount of agricultural data can be “about” or “relating to” a technology user, such as a farmer, it likely cannot be protected as “personal data” under privacy regimes. There are two reasons for this. First, data collectors often adopt a highly restrictive view of what constitutes personal data because of the cumulative requirements that data be “about … identified or identifiable” individuals. Second, a vast amount of user data that can be considered “about” or “relating to” data originators, such as farmers, may easily be “de-identified” or “anonymized” at the moment of collection.

Given the unreliability of anonymization techniques to bring about irreversible anonymization, emerging data privacy regimes regulate “de-identified” data through the prohibition of re-identification, and set the standard for de-identification. The CCPA defines the term “de-identified” as meaning “information that cannot reasonably identify, relate to, describe, be capable of being associated with, or be linked, directly or indirectly, to a particular consumer. . . .” In addition to the general prohibition against re-
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identification—which is subject to certain exceptions—this definition makes it a requirement that de-identified data be protected against re-identification through technical safeguards and business processes, with no attempt to re-identify.199 Once personal data has been de-identified, businesses have an unrestricted right to “[c]ollect, use, retain, sell, or disclose consumer information that is de-identified or in the aggregate consumer information.”200 Besides the restricted scope of what amounts to personal data from among the different categories of user data, the possibility of de-identifying data enables TPs, data intermediaries, and data platforms to render and use personal data outside the scope of privacy law.

The newly proposed Canadian Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA), aimed at amending PIPEDA, also includes a definition of “de-identify” that is similar to that of CCPA.201 In addition, it contains a general prohibition against re-identification, subject to certain exceptions, and requires that technical and administrative measures be implemented to ensure de-identification.202 Unlike the CCPA, however, de-identified data appears to fall within the scope of the CPPA.203 Hence, it could be subject to privacy principles as personal data.204 Although it is unclear how much privacy-preserving control can be enjoyed in the case of user data that is “de-identified” under the CPPA, it would appear that data originators can enjoy privacy protection that is at least similar to that of “pseudonymized” data under the EU GDPR.205

To conclude, there are vast circumstances in which user data may fall outside the privacy law’s remit. Technology users’ data can be considered “nonpersonal data” if the data cannot be deemed to relate to an individual, or the individual cannot be identified or is
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unidentifiable. In addition, user data in its various categories frequently cannot qualify as personal data, even though it may relate to individuals such as farmers as a manifestation of their farming activities. Such data is often held in aggregated datasets as de-identified data, with no possibility of identification at the time of initial processing. TPs, data intermediaries, and data-platform operators assert control over data of this nature, collected from technology users, under proprietary forms of control.

Data collectors, processors, and aggregators exercise access to and control over user data within an ownership framework in the form of copyrights, including “para copyright,” rights through technological protection measures. These are often justified on the basis of protecting investment in collecting, interpreting, processing, and, sometimes, the creation or generation of data. In such circumstances where TPs, data intermediaries, and data platforms exercise access and control over data, the question addressed in this Article can be reformulated as: What recourse do technology users have to ensure access and control over user data that relates to them but is often under the ownership control of others through copyright? In this sense, the originators’ claims for access to and control over user data fill a lacuna in the intersection of copyright and data privacy law. Such data does not fall under the existing privacy regime because it often does not qualify as “personal data.”

Users cannot be considered to have property-like rights over technical data, despite developments regarding the tort of misappropriation in the United States. Although technology users may have copyrights in some aspects of activity data,
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such as farm operation data, it is not easy to assert these rights once the data is aggregated with other datasets. Machine, device, and technical data do not attract copyright in themselves either, given that they often purely represent factual reality.

This Article advances the argument that in situations where data collectors, processors, and aggregators claim control over access to user data as “authors” of that data, there is a basis in copyright law jurisprudence to recognize technology users, such as farmers, as originators of the data that may “relate to” them but is covered under ownership claim in copyright. Two reasons necessitate such a proposition. First, even though agricultural data does not qualify as personal data, if it does not identify an individual farmer, it falls within the broader realm of farmers’ privacy interests as individuals or group members. Inferences may be made of an individual farmer’s activities based on group or subgroup data. However, current data protection frameworks do not recognize a group or collective rights.

Second, the disclosure of agricultural data to third parties without the consent of data originators, such as farmers, brings economic concerns that are not covered under typical harms that privacy law is designed to protect. These concerns could take either the form of unjust enrichment by data collectors and processors who control and exploit agricultural data through the exercise of copyright, or that of exploitation by actors in the agricultural value chain who position themselves in a better market position than farmers through the use of the farmers’ data. Therefore, could copyright provide a basis for user groups, such as farmers, to access and control data?

The remainder of this Article will attempt to offer a basis for designing a sui generis legislation for recognizing the contribution of technology users as data originators. Data originators’ entitlement to user data in such a framework has a normative basis in recognition of the contribution of putative authors to a collaborative work that is private in nature. It is later argued that copyright notions of the “joint

214. See discussion infra Section VI.B.i.
215. See discussion infra Section VI.B.i.
216. See HINTZE & EL. EMAM, supra note 205.
218. In traditional privacy tort, disclosure of data is objected to because of the emotional harm it inflicts on the data subject. See Ryan Calo, The Boundaries of Privacy Harm, 86 IND. L.J. 1131, 1146 (2011).
authorship” of “unpublished works” provide such a normative basis for legal intervention.\footnote{219}

VI. WHERE COPYRIGHT MEETS PRIVACY: MODELING COPYRIGHT TO RECOGNIZE DATA ORIGINATORS’ CLAIMS TO DATA

The relationship between copyright law and privacy law is generally held to be disparate.\footnote{220} But there are at least four circumstances in which copyright law intersects with privacy law. First, the enforcement of copyrights intersects with privacy interests associated with the Internet Protocol addresses of those suspected of copyright infringement.\footnote{221} Second, the privacy interest of an anonymous or pseudonymous author becomes an issue when he or she decides to exercise rights in copyright, such as lodging a claim, protecting a claim, or transferring the title of their work, particularly in the United States—where, for an author to file an infringement claim, their work must be registered with the Copyright Office.\footnote{222} These authors sacrifice their privacy if they decide to enforce their copyright.\footnote{223} Third, copyright law meets the privacy requirements with respect to the interests of individuals who are depicted in copyrighted works.\footnote{224} This scenario arises in situations where the individuals captured in a self-taken photograph (e.g., a “selfie”), or a photograph taken by someone else, find themselves publicly depicted in an unfavorable manner, whereupon they seek to remove their involvement.\footnote{225} Fourth, copyright goes in tandem with privacy

\footnote{219. \textit{See} discussion \textit{infra} Section VI.C.ii.}

\footnote{220. \textit{See} Pamela Samuelson, \textit{Privacy as Intellectual Property?} 52 STAN. L. REV. 1125, 1146 (1999); Federica Giovannella, \textit{Copyright and Information Privacy: Conflicting Rights in Balance} 249 (2017); Margaret Ann Wilkinson, \textit{The Copyright Regime and Data Protection Legislation, in Copyright Administrative Institutions: Conference organised by the Centre de recherche en droit public (CRDP) of the Faculty of Law of the Université de Montréal} 77, 88 (Ysolde Gendreau ed., 2001).}

\footnote{221. \textit{See} Giovannella, \textit{supra} note 220, at 136–37.}

\footnote{222. 17 U.S.C. § 411(a); Matthew J. Astle, \textit{Help! I’ve Been Infringed and I Can’t Sue!: New Approaches to Copyright Registration}, 41 U. MEM. L. REV. 449, 450 (2011). In Canada, registration of copyright is not required to bring suit; registration only serves to deny the defendant the defense of “innocent infringer” which is weighed in the assessment of damages. \textit{See} Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, c C-42, ss 34, 39 (Can.); Milliken & Co. v. Interface Flooring Sys., Inc. (2000), 251 N.R. 358, para. 27 (noting that “[k]nowledge of copyright is to be inferred from the facts of the case and the burden of proving it rests upon the plaintiffs, unless the copyright in the work was duly registered under the Act”).}


\footnote{225. \textit{See}, e.g., \textit{id.} at 58–59.
regarding the private nature of both unpublished works and works intended for specific demographics: the author either does not authorize publication at all, or authorizes a strictly limited publication of the work, respectively.\textsuperscript{226}

In the first two circumstances, copyright and privacy conflict with each other.\textsuperscript{227} In other words, copyright enforcement in such cases may result in the infringement of privacy rights.\textsuperscript{228} However, in the latter two scenarios, copyright and privacy rights complement one another.\textsuperscript{229} In other words, privacy interests are claimed as an infringement of copyright.\textsuperscript{230} Such trends have received extensive skepticism due to the apparent incompatibility of the purposes and normative unfitness of the two categories of law.\textsuperscript{231} Nevertheless, many scholars argue that using copyright for privacy purposes does not constitute a misuse of copyright but is a testimony to problematic gaps in privacy law.\textsuperscript{232}


\textsuperscript{227} See Giovannella, \textit{supra} note 220, at 136–37; Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, C-42, ss 34, 39 (Can.); Bell, \textit{supra} note 224, at 453.

\textsuperscript{228} See Giovannella, \textit{supra} note 220, at 136–37; Bell, \textit{supra} note 224, at 455.

\textsuperscript{229} See O’Connell, \textit{supra} note 224, at 58; Balganesh, \textit{supra} note 227, at 44.

\textsuperscript{230} See O’Connell, \textit{supra} note 224, at 58; Balganesh, \textit{supra} note 227, at 44.

\textsuperscript{231} See Eric Goldman & Jessica Silbey, \textit{Copyright’s Memory Hole}, 4 BYU L. REV. 929, 935 (2019) (arguing that copyright law should consider only economic concerns and free speech concerns given the basic perception that tort law is best suited for addressing privacy concerns, but recognizing the existence of domains where the use of copyright for general privacy purposes might be legitimate); Alfred Yen, \textit{The Challenge of Following Good Advice About Copyright and the First Amendment}, 15 CHI.-KENT J. INTELL. PROP. 412, 413 (2016) (explaining that allowing a plaintiff to succeed on a copyright claim brought in the interest of personal privacy does not do much to protect the plaintiff’s incentive to create); Jeffrey Ritter & Anna Mayer, \textit{Regulating Data as Property: A New Construct for Moving Forward}, 16 DUKE L. & TECH. REV. 220, 222 (2018) (“[T]hese enormous data sets have nothing to do with the creative artistic assets that copyright law serves to protect.”); see also Jeanne C. Fromer, \textit{Should the Law Care Why Intellectual Property Rights Have Been Asserted?}, 53 HOUS. L. REV. 549, 587 (2015) (“[A]ssertions of protection for markets beyond the protected market—be they in relation to privacy and reputational interests or more generally—raise the specter of great cost to society.”); Pierre N. Leval, \textit{Toward a Fair Use Standard}, 103 HARV. L. REV. 1105, 1130 (1990) (“C[opyright law is grotesquely inappropriate to protect privacy and obviously was not fashioned to do so.”).

\textsuperscript{232} See Balganesh, \textit{supra} note 227 (arguing that the use of copyright law to protect the dignitary interest and harms of authors which privacy torts are unconcerned with, and thus, form a legitimate part of the copyright landscape); see also Margaret Chon, \textit{Copyright’s Other Functions}, 15 CHI.-KENT J. INTELL. PROP. 101, 103 (2016) (arguing that using copyright to protect certain privacy and other personal interests “should not be categorically excluded as beyond the legitimate purview of copyright’s concerns”); Amanda Levendowski, \textit{Using Copyright to Combat Revenge Porn}, 3 N.Y.U. J. INTELL. PROP. & ENT. L. 422, 441, 443 (2014) (justifying the use of copyright to fight nonconsensual pornography based upon the gaps in legal solutions available to victims); Andrew Gilden, \textit{Copyright’s Market Gibberish}, 94 WASH. U. L. REV. 1020, 1022 (2019) (arguing that copyright routinely protects noneconomic interests, including dignitary
In proposing a *sui generis* regime for data users modeled on copyright, the interest under consideration can be seen as “non-economic,” given the narrow definition of the “economic interests” with which copyright concerns itself.\(^{233}\) However, loss of privacy of user data “relating to,” for example, farmers could eventually lead to actual economic harm that is not specific to the agricultural data itself as a work.\(^{234}\) Given that user data falls outside privacy regimes in many circumstances, technology users’ claims for access to and control over aggregated user data rely on the economic loss associated with the data—instead of privacy values in the data—in the tort context.\(^{235}\) As such, the claim for access to and control over user data may be doctrinally consistent with copyright in the broad framework of economic harm, but as the following discussion shows, the claim arises from dignitary interest and autonomy considerations that copyright is designed to protect.\(^{236}\)

Consequently, the next question is: What basis is there in jurisprudence to support the use of copyright for privacy in modeling copyright for *sui generis* law? This inquiry requires a brief examination of the circumstances in which privacy is protected through copyright. Given that privacy interests in copyright arise from an inherently authorial claim,\(^{237}\) the following Section will examine developments in the doctrine of joint authorship as a basis for data governance among copyright holders regarding aggregated agricultural data and farmers. There subsequently follows a discussion of rights derived from copyright law, which a legal intervention should incorporate in supporting technology users’ claims for access to and control over data.

\(^{233}\) Copyright protects copyright owners from economic harm from market substitution. See *Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc.*, 510 U.S. 569, 590 (1994).

\(^{234}\) See supra Section 5.B.

\(^{235}\) Privacy in tort context refers to “privacy” in its “traditional” sense of “an imagined sphere ‘of seclusion and protection from others (the public).’” *Megan Richardson, Advanced Introduction to Privacy Law* 11 (2020). Such use of privacy contrasts with the way “privacy” is “quite often used (especially in the United States) to denote control over personal information more broadly” (the parallel language of the later context of privacy in Europe and Canada is “data protection”). *See id.*

\(^{236}\) See *supra* discussion accompanying note 212.

There are two sets of individuals whose privacy interests are already enforced under copyright law: authors of unpublished works and individuals depicted in copyrighted works. The jurisprudential roots underlying these privacy protections come from the UK Chancery Court’s landmark 1818 opinion in Gee v. Pritchard. This case concerned the privacy of private letters sent between family members. Plaintiff sought an injunction against the Defendant who intended to publish a letter Plaintiff had written him. Lord Eldon concluded that adequate protection against the Defendant’s intended publication could be found in the common law property right in unpublished works, repudiating an argument that the publication would be restrained because “that the publication of the letters by Defendant, was a breach of private confidence, or violation of the right and interest of the Plaintiff therein, and was intended to wound her feelings, and could have no other effect.” Quoting Lord Chancellor Hardwicke from the earlier case Pope v. Curl, he proceeded: “The receiver of a letter has, at most, a joint property with the writer, and the possession does not give him a license to publish.”

These early English precedents and principles have been cited with approval and relied upon in US cases. In the late nineteenth century, Justices Warren and Brandeis argued, in their seminal article, that common law copyright provided individuals with an absolute right to prevent the unauthorized publication of their unpublished works. Thus, common law copyright provided the author of an unpublished work with exclusive control over the work’s publication, enabling individuals to enjoin the publication of letters, diaries, property lists, etc. The common law protection of unpublished works was subsequently subsumed under copyright, notably in the United States,
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238. See O’Connell, supra note 224; Balganesh, supra note 226.
240. Id. at 670.
241. Id.
242. Id. at 671.
244. See, e.g., Denis v. LeClere, 1 Mart. (o.s.) 297, 301 (Orleans 1811); Woolsey v. Judd, 11 How. Pr. 49, 58 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1855).
with the passing of the Copyright Act of 1976 as an exclusive right of public “distribution.” 247

Some essential features of the doctrinal roots of the statutory right of public distribution (referred to as publication right in Canada) have relevance for modeling copyright for data governance, as proposed in this Article. 248 Significantly, the rationale for protection deviates from copyright law’s traditional principles and assumptions about the “creative incentive” and is, instead, based on non-economic considerations that Balganesh describes as “privative claims.” 249 The protection is “driven by the desire to prevent any distribution of the work because of the noneconomic harm [under copyright law] that such dissemination is likely to cause them.” 250 In this sense, the law protects against any harm arising from the “mere dissemination or use of the protected work without the creator’s authorization,” rather than any harm from acts of expression of an appropriative nature, such as unauthorized copying. 251 The harm against which the author is protected in such “privative claims” is distinguished from the protection currently provided by moral rights because “the interference with the author’s autonomy occurs not through any harm to the work [which is the case in moral rights], but quite distinctively instead through the work.” 252 Thus, “privative claims,” which are currently recognized primarily under copyright’s distribution rights, constitute self-standing redresses to a “disseminative harm” that is often wrongfully seen as parasitic on the “appropriative harm,” which has copyright’s economic basis as its rationale. 253

The implication of recognizing the self-standing nature of redress against dissemination in copyright’s exclusive right to public

247. 17 U.S.C. § 106(3); see also SUBCOMM. ON PATS., TRADEMARKS, & COPYRIGHTS OF S. COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 86TH CONG., COPYRIGHT LAW REVISION: PROTECTION OF UNPUBLISHED WORKS 8 (Comm. Print 1961) (written by William S. Strauss) (discussing the significance of publication in delineating statutory and common law copyright protection).

248. In Canada, the equivalent right with respect to unpublished works is referred to as “the right to publish.” See Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, c C-42, s 2.2(1) (Can.). There seems to be slight differences between the two rights, as in the US publication occurs only when the possession of works is transferred to the public whereas in Canada, making copies available to the public is sufficient. Compare 17 U.S.C. § 101 (“Publication is the distribution of copies or phonorecords of a work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending.”), with Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, c C-42, s 2.2(1) (Can.) (“For the purposes of this Act, publication means . . . making copies of a work available to the public . . . .”).

249. Balganesh, supra note 226.

250. Id. at 3.

251. Id. at 7.

252. Id. at 6. (noting that “the reputational harm [that moral rights protect] is fairly unique in that it is limited to the author’s reputation as manifested in the work”).

253. Id. at 11.
distribution is that, normatively, the privacy interests to be protected fall within the panoply of legitimate copyright harms. These privacy interests emanate from the very act of authorship, rather than under the tort of privacy. The nature of the interests involved in common law copyright, now incorporated under the public distribution right, cannot be covered by privacy torts, given situations "where the subject exercises a critical role in the production of the content that is made public and then chooses to control whether and when to disseminate it." Balganesh clarifies this point, noting “the subject’s autonomy is not just about self-representation to the public but instead about self-representation to the public as author” and as such, questions arising over the appropriate scope of authorship are not the concern of privacy torts. Balganesh argues that privative claims may be understood as simulating the working of a lesser-known moral right: the right of disclosure, which is recognized and protected in civil law jurisdictions. Currently, the law in the United States and Canada recognizes the moral rights of attribution and integrity; these two rights are recognized in the Berne Convention. US Congress was initially aware of the disclosure right and made a conscious decision to avoid recognizing it; the situation could be different in Canada, though, given the roots of the Copyright Act as derived from common law tradition and Continental civil law.

Thus, the right of disclosure could be recognized and protected as an aspect of the public-distribution right for works excluded from copyright post-1976 because of the copyrightability criteria adopted at the time. In this respect, it is essential to note that early uses of copyright to protect privacy arose from “the private nature of the

254. Id. at 11–12.
255. Id. at 33.
256. Id. at 27.
257. Id.
258. Id. at 34.
259. See Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, art. 6bis, Sept. 9, 1886, 25 U.S.T. 1241; 1161 U.N.T.S. 3 (amended Sept. 28, 1979) (“Independently of the author’s economic rights, and even after the transfer of the said rights, the author shall have the right to claim authorship of the work and to object to any distortion, mutilation, or other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the said work, which would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation.”). The United States ratified the Berne Convention in 1988. Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-568, 102 Stat. 2853 (codified in scattered sections of 17 U.S.C.).
expression that induces its personality-infused content. . . in the nature of private communications,” and not necessarily from the statutory requirement that the expressions be “original works of authorship.”

There were trends in which US courts focused “on the process of authorship without having to examine or assess the product of that process—that is, the content of the work.” As such, common law copyright could protect privacy interests in raw data, even if the data do not meet the tests of “originality”.

A hurdle to modeling a sui generis user data governance regime based on privative copyright claims arises from such claims relying exclusively on authorship. In privative claims, “the work is. . . quite genuinely a work of authorship in that there is a salient causal connection between the creator and the expression at issue, but the particular content imbues that authorship with a subjectively personal dimension.” In recent jurisprudence involving the use of copyright to prevent unfavorable depictions, for example, the copyright remedy only applies to situations where the person depicted is the copyright holder—either the subject of the image is the photographer (as in a selfie), or the copyright has been transferred to the subject.

In the modeling of copyright as an instrument of user-data governance that recognizes the rights of data originators based on privative copyright, how can technology users assume an “authorial” claim over user data, especially aggregated data that falls outside of data protection law? In a privative copyright framework, this Article argues that the relationship between parties who exercise ownership rights over data under copyright law and data originators who seek access to and control over such data should rely on recognizing technology users as authors of such data. This proposition requires a determination of the following two questions: (1) When does data qualify for copyright protection and thereby become a subject of
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261. See 17 U.S.C. § 102(a). Canada’s Copyright Act has a similar requirement and states that copyright subsists “in every original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic work.” See Copyright Act R.S.C. 1985, c C-42, s 5 (Can.).

262. Balganes, supra note 226, at 37.

263. See Thau, supra note 246, at 1 (noting that common law copyright could allow “one who had a catalog of private possessions to prevent the catalog itself from being distributed, notwithstanding the fact that the catalog had little or no intellectual substance”).


265. Balganes, supra note 226, at 12.

266. See Default Judgment, Doe v. Elam, No. 2:14-cv-09788-PSG-SS (C.D. Cal., Apr. 4, 2018) (finding that the plaintiff registered copyright over her intimate selfie pictures such that her copyright infringement action was successful); Balsey v. LFP, Inc., 691 F.3d 747, 756 (6th Cir. 2012) (finding copyright infringement by a magazine that published photos of plaintiff in a wet t-shirt contest).
ownership? (2) If user data does not qualify for copyright, how do data originators assume authorship status? After analyzing the question of when data qualifies for copyright protection, first in the context of user data that directly originates from technology users, and then in the context of aggregated user data, the discussion that follows addresses the question of when data originators might assume “authorial” status.

B. Copyright and Ownership of Big Data

Copyright is the preeminent regime for the ownership of ideas expressed in a fixed medium. As such, it becomes a prime candidate for the ownership of data expressed either by keystroke such as in the context of activity data or by a machine that incorporates sensors. Could data originators exercise a level of control over user data as authors of copyrightable work as an aspect of privative copyright?

This Section first addresses whether copyright exists over data, based on the distinction made by the law between facts and data, and ideas and expressions, in addition to the requirement of human authorship. In so doing, a gap is demonstrated in recognizing the contribution of data originators to data that sometimes becomes the subject of copyright, either as a compilation or as a work in the form of processed data.

i. Copyrightability of User Data

In both Canada and the United States, case law has established that copyright protection only extends to the expression of ideas rather than the underlying ideas or facts. To the extent that data equates with facts, as Justice Brandeis famously stated in his dissent in International News Service, “[t]he general rule of law is, that the noblest of human productions—knowledge, truths ascertained, conceptions and ideas—after voluntary communication to others, are free as the air to common use.” The US Supreme Court in Feist Publications v. Rural Telephone Service (“Feist”) further elaborates the nature of facts based on the idea- and fact-expression dichotomy stating, “the fact/expression dichotomy limits severely the scope of protection in fact-based works


copyright is limited to those aspects of the work—termed ‘expression’—that display the stamp of the author’s originality.”

User data, such as technical data in the form of agronomic data, often is composed of data concerning conditions of farmland and collected using various precision farming technologies and state-of-the-art sensors. Farm machinery generates large volumes of objective data in order to generate more personalized or spatially precise information for decision-making on a farm. Data such as soil analysis results, nutrient information, plant populations, and animal monitoring consist of an objective representation of facts about the relevant individuals, soil, plants, or animals. Copyright does not protect such data sets because they fall in the realm of facts.

However, it is less clear whether data is always indistinguishable from facts, and whether copyright protection extends to data. In New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. (NYMEX) v. Intercontinental Exchange, Inc. (“Intercontinental Exchange”), the US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit considered whether copyright protection exists in the individual price values that NYMEX sets as settlement prices for its own futures contracts and hybrid commodity instruments. The court considered the question of whether NYMEX could receive copyright protection in its settlement prices, relying on the issue of whether settlement prices were figures that merely existed within the marketplace and subsequently discovered by NYMEX, or whether NYMEX created its settlement prices. The court ultimately determined not to provide copyright protection, arguing that the merger doctrine must apply. The merger doctrine, broadly recognized in the United States and Canada, upholds that when a work of authorship is incapable of being expressed as a practical matter in more than one or
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a small number of ways, such work is “merged” with the idea that is expressed. However, it noted that the matter of whether settlement prices are “discovered” or “created” was a “close question;” it would not “decide whether settlement prices are unoriginal” and was “particularly reluctant to hold, as a matter of law, that [NYMEX]... discover[ed] the settlement prices.”

Similarly, the court in BanxCorp v. Costco Wholesale Corp. seemed open to the possibility that copyright could extend to “raw data that have been converted into a final value through the use of an original formula,” depending on the “degree of consensus and objectivity that attaches to the formula.” In considering the originality of—and thus the possibility of extending copyright protection to—calculated percentages, the court explained that “the more acceptance a financial measure obtains (i.e., the more successful it is), the more ‘fact-like’ it becomes.”

In both BanxCorp and Intercontinental Exchange, the ultimate decision relied on the application of the merger doctrine. The data cannot be protected by copyright law. Notably, the data under consideration in both cases constituted an authored work of expression; therefore, it could be covered by copyright as an authored work. However, considering that these data represented the idea behind the analytics that led to their creation, extending copyright protection would have been tantamount to granting a monopoly over the idea. Thus, copyright can protect data if the process through which it is created fulfills the legal requirements of creation as an original expression.

US jurisprudence on the copyrightability of raw and processed data is consistent with the decisions in Canada. In Geophysical Service, Inc. v. Encana Corp., the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench categorized seismic data about the ocean floor into field and processed data. The field data were described as “[t]he original recorded geophysical data,
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sometimes referred to as basic or raw data, together with the
description of the complete recording parameters.”289 Justice Eidsvik
decided that field data constitutes a literary work as a “compilation”
and meets the “skill and judgment” test of originality that the Canadian
Supreme Court laid out in CCH Canadian Ltd. (“CCH Canada”).290
Given that originality in compilation works lies in the “selection or
arrangement of data,” copyright does not exist in the field of raw data
itself when it comes to field data.291 Here, the judge defined “processed
data” as “any product derived, generated or created from the data,
including, but not limited to any and all processed and reprocessed
data, interpretations, maps or analyses, regardless of the form or
medium on which it is displayed or stored.”292 She wrote:

[a]s for the processed data, the processors exercise skill and judgment in the deci-
sions they make to create a usable product from the [raw] data... [t]he evidence is
clear that the processed product can be quite different depending on the skill of the
processor and that exploration companies have their favorite processors who create
the best quality product for their purposes.293

Making a distinction between raw and processed data as to the
type of “skills and judgment” exercised—with raw data, the skill and
judgment concerning “the collection, arrangement, distillation, and
compilation,” and with processed data, “the decisions [made] to create
a usable product from the field data”— Justice Eidsvik recognized
copyright in the processed data itself but excluded raw data from
copyrightability.294 Therefore, as applied in US and Canadian jurisprudence,
data that merely represents objective facts does not have
copyright protection; instead, copyright subsists in the compilation of
such data. Moreover, data processed from raw data can attract
copyright, depending on the process of its creation. In this respect, it
begs the question: given that compilations and processed data are
theoretically copyrightable, why can these works be denied protection
on the basis of how they are created?

289.  Id. at para. 47.
290.  Id. at paras. 74, 77–78; CCH Canadian Ltd. v. L. Soc’y Upper Can., [2004] 1 S.C.R.
339, para. 16 (Can.).
becomes a ‘work’ when it is compiled. One ping from a hydrophone would not suffice; it is the
collection, arrangement, distillation and compilation that creates the work.”); Copyright Act,
R.S.C. 1985, c C-42, s 2 (Can.) (defining “compilation” as “a work resulting from the selection or
arrangement of literary, dramatic, musical or artistic works or parts thereof, or . . . a work result-
ning from the selection or arrangement of data”).
292.  Geophysical, 2016 ABQB 230 at para. 58 (Can.).
293.  Id. at para. 83.
294.  See SCASSA, supra note 210, at 10.
As discussed in Part II, most user data is collected by AI-enabled sensors and processed by AI-based data analytics. For the product of data collection and data processing to enjoy copyright as a “work” distinguishable from facts, it must be authored by a human. If a fully automated process has generated the data without human involvement, such data will not be covered by copyright. There is currently an extensive debate about the fate of AI-generated works, where AI generates works otherwise copyrightable but lack human authorship. Nevertheless, AI simply being involved in creation will not necessarily result in a denial of copyright to the resulting work. In the above-mentioned US and Canada cases, the data under consideration were generated by either non-AI algorithms in settlement prices and calculated percentages, or by complex processes, such as those used to collect underwater seismic data. Thus, some categories of data, such as technical and machine data, are not necessarily excluded from copyright simply because they are automatically collected through sensors.

Based on the recent jurisprudence, user data in the form of activity data—such as farm operation data, which originates in farmers’
operations or associated activities—may be eligible for copyright protection. The value attached to such data arises from farmers’ knowledge and practices, which in some contexts, are acquired from the farmers’ role as custodians of a systemic body of knowledge, accumulated experience, informal experiments, and understanding of the environment.\footnote{2022] WHERE COPYRIGHT MEETS PRIVACY 725} Farmers exercise their skill and judgment when entering their operation data into a data platform or software to create the activity data.\footnote{302} Data-sharing agreements typically recognize farmers’ rights to the same extent as recognized by law but require farmers to grant the platform owners “a non-exclusive license to access, use, reproduce, display, modify and prepare derivative works.”\footnote{303} However, given the exploitative nature of such contracts in the face of the existing power imbalance,\footnote{304} the relevant question is: How can data originators assert control over this data so it is not transferred to third parties without consent? After sharing their valuable data with platform operators, could data originators demand access to processed data that have been mixed with technical and machine data? Current law does not provide sufficient answers to these questions; hence, this Article’s proposal for a new \textit{sui generis} regime.

The other category of user data—machine and device data—may have unique significance in big-data applications like farm machinery and equipment, but its related ownership questions are not as unique. Questions surrounding the ownership and control of machine data are present in the automotive industry, specifically concerning smart cars, and have motivated the EU’s proposal to recognize the rights of data producers.\footnote{305}

Currently, it is uncertain who owns machine-and-device data: the equipment manufacturer, the equipment owner, or no one. Machine-and-device data is categorized as an objective representation of facts and is therefore uncopyrightable.\footnote{306} While this data is stored in cloud

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{302} This is the case with the practice of agriculture by indigenous peoples and local communities. See \textit{generally id.} (discussing the typical legal analysis of farm data as intellectual property).
\item \footnote{303} See Madeline Turland & Peter Slade, \textit{Farmers’ Willingness to Participate in a Big Data Platform}, \textit{36 Agribusiness} 20, 20–22 (2019).
\item \footnote{304} See, e.g., \textit{Climate FieldView Terms of Service}, supra note 143.
\item \footnote{305} See \textit{generally van der Burg et al.}, supra note 4 (discussing how the European Union encourages transparency in using agricultural data via contracts).
\item \footnote{307} See Jeffrey Johnson, \textit{What Works Cannot Be Copyright Protected?}, \textit{Free Advice}, https://www.freeadvice.com/legal/what-works-cannot-be-copyright-protected/}

storage or on a computer hard drive, such storage does not give rise to copyright protection available to compilations because the automatic collection and arrangement of machine-and-device data is purely mechanical. In typical terms of use agreements, equipment users such as farmers can opt out of sharing machine data. However, users can also be discouraged from opting out of data sharing. Opting out may mean that software updates and upgrades are not received. Often, equipment manufacturers embed licensed onboard software that requires upgrades and exclusive servicing by the manufacturer’s affiliates contingent on data sharing.

In addition, equipment manufacturers often secure themselves as the de facto owners of machine data by controlling access to the data through proprietary software, which collects, stores, and transmits the data. As John Deere stated in a 2015 filing with the US Copyright Office, the farmers acquired “an implied license” to operate their tractors and had no right to access such software. Moreover, this software often incorporates barriers as TPMs. The Canadian Copyright Act and the US Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) include anticircumvention provisions that prohibit circumventing TPMs to access data without the permission of the software owner. These mechanisms curtail users’ ability to access diagnostic data for


309. See John Deere, John Deere Privacy Policy on Data Notice 2 (2022), https://www.deere.com/assets/pdfs/common/privacy-and-data/mjd-privacy-notice/mjd-privacy-notice_r2_5.25.18_en_EN.pdf [https://perma.cc/5FRL-225V] (“To remove dealer access to Machine Data from machines in your account you must do both of the following: remove Service ADVISOR™ Remote access for each machine from the Terminal Settings tab in the Operations Center and remove access to machine notifications and advisors from the Partner Access tab in Operations Center.”).


311. See Zhang, supra note 2, at 316.


314. Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, c C-42, s 41.1(1) (Can.) (“No person shall circumvent a technological protection measure. . . .”); 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(A) (“[N]o person shall circumvent a technological measure that effectively controls access to a work protected under this title.”).
repairing and maintaining equipment, such as tractors and farm implements.

Given the inaccessibility of the nearest urban centers where a tractor dealer could service their equipment, farmers have a unique capacity for self-reliance; they depend on their own ability, or the abilities of their neighbors, to service and maintain their equipment. In consideration of this, the US Copyright Office issued a recommendation in 2015 to exempt the software embedded in motorized vehicles from the DMCA to save farmers from liability. Nevertheless, equipment manufacturers, such as John Deere, have begun to incorporate a license agreement prohibiting new tractor owners from tampering with the “security measures” in embedded software, contractually bypassing the regulatory exemption and forcing farmers to seek repairs from licensed John Deere dealers.

As a result, in a highly publicized move, farmers started to “hack their tractors” to repair their equipment through “software [that] is cracked in Eastern European countries such as Poland and Ukraine and then sold back to farmers in the United States.” Farmers were able to purchase the necessary diagnostic tools and cables to utilize the software in making repairs. Others resorted to buying forty-year-old tractors that still function and are more repairable than new models. The problem fueled a “right-to-repair” movement, which resulted in the introduction of legislation in twenty states and a call by two Democratic

ica.html#:~:text=One%20in%20Five%20Americans%20Live%20in%20Rural%20Ar-
eas&text=About%2060%20million%20people%2C%20or,different%20things%20to%20differ-
ent%20people [https://perma.cc/U86J-WEXB] (noting that rural areas comprise 97 percent of US land mass with roughly 19 percent of the population, while urban centers make up only 3 percent of the US land mass but are home to more than 80 percent of the population).

316. See Maria A. Pallante, Register of Copyrights & Dir., U.S. Copyright Off., Section 1201 Rulemaking: Sixth Triennial Proceeding to Determine Exemptions to the Pro-
hibition on Circumvention 1 (2015), https://cdn.loc.gov/copyright/1201/2015/registers-recom-
dendation.pdf [https://perma.cc/33MG-GSVN].


presidential candidates (Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders) for federal legislation to give farmers the right to fix their own tractors and equipment.\textsuperscript{321} In early July 2021, President Biden issued an executive order, which requires equipment and device manufacturers to publicly post the diagnostic tools and documentation (containing machine-and-device data) for technology users to use to fix products when they break.\textsuperscript{322} In Canada, a right to repair bill was introduced by the Ontario legislature but voted down.\textsuperscript{323} Moreover, while similar legislation was introduced in Quebec, a private members bill—Bill C-272, which proposes that a “right of repair” be added to section 41 of the Copyright Act—was voted on unanimously upon second reading on June 2, 2021.\textsuperscript{324}

Users originate most types of data, whether as technical data containing vital information about the farm, livestock, and the human body, \textit{inter alia}, or as activity data, such as farm operation data that reveals farmers’ know-how in the practice and management of agriculture.\textsuperscript{325} As equipment, machines, and devices become more sophisticated, the incorporation of IoT technology facilitates the production of a vast amount of machine and device data. However, copyright would not extend to technical or machine-and-device data.\textsuperscript{326} Even though copyright could subsist over activity data, contractual stipulations bypass the practical means of asserting this right.\textsuperscript{327}

Nevertheless, once shared with data collectors, user data becomes a subject of appropriation through forms of ownership and technical control.\textsuperscript{328} The discussion in this Section has shown how such control presents an obstacle to technology users’ self-reliance and independence by denying them access to machine data. Thus, public policy needs to
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\item \textsuperscript{323} Shruti Shekar, \textit{Right to Repair Bill Failed, but Liberal Ontario MPP Wants to Push to Take It Federally}, \textit{MOBILESYRUP} (May 3, 2019, 3:58 PM), https://mobilesyrup.com/2019/05/03/michael-coteau-right-repair-bill [https://perma.cc/P2LA-RAAZ].
\item \textsuperscript{324} Anthony Rosborough, \textit{A Canadian Right to Repair Bill Sees 330-0 Vote, as Measure Clears Key Hurdle}, \textit{REPAIR.ORG} (June 3, 2021), https://www.repair.org/blog/2021/6/3/a-canadian-right-to-repair-bill-sees-330-0-vote-as-measure-clears-key-hurdle [https://perma.cc/X688-Y2R4].
\item \textsuperscript{325} Jakku et al., \textit{supra} note 77, at 1–2.
\item \textsuperscript{327} See discussion \textit{supra} Section V.A.
\item \textsuperscript{328} \textit{Climate FieldView Terms of Service}, \textit{supra} note 143.
\end{itemize}
guarantee users access to machine-and-device data while empowering them to maintain control over activity data. Furthermore, control over technical data, such as agronomic data, is paramount given the detrimental effect of potentially disclosing such data to third parties. The discussion thus far demonstrates a gap in recognizing the value generated by data for its originators.

In contrast, such data sometimes becomes the subject of copyright by data collectors and processors, either as a compilation or in the form of processed data.\(^{329}\) This trend is exacerbated in circumstances where copyright is clearly asserted in user data that is de-identified and aggregated. The following discussion uncovers such scenarios.

ii. Copyrightability of Aggregated Data

As shown in the above discussion, contractual stipulations between data originators and data collectors often assign ownership of “aggregated or anonymized data” to data collectors.\(^{330}\) The question here is whether there is any basis in law underlying such a contractual claim of ownership of aggregated user data. The assertion of ownership over such data is based on the claim that it constitutes independent work once it is processed and generated by a computer software system.\(^{331}\) Once user data is shared with data collectors and processed with data analytics and computer-software systems, will copyright subsist over the data and result in collectors’ copyright ownership of such data?

The answer to this question will depend on the processing that goes into the data, which determines whether a copyright may subsist either as a “compilation” or a data form. In both cases, illustrated in the

---


\(^{330}\) See, e.g., Climate FieldView Terms of Service, supra note 143 (“We own any works we generate (“Climate Generated Works”), including data, tools, analyses, results, estimates, prescriptions, recommendations and other information generated, published, displayed, transmitted or made available to you in or by the FieldView Services . . . whether or not the Climate Generated Works are related to personal data, Customer Farm Data or Third Party. Climate Generated Works include “Aggregated or Anonymized Information,” which is information that has been aggregated or anonymized such that it is not personally identifiable to you by a person using reasonable skills. Aggregated or Anonymized Information is not considered Customer Farm Data.”).

\(^{331}\) See, e.g., AGWORLD, AGWORLD MASTER SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT 5 (2020), https://agworld-marketing.s3.amazonaws.com/MSA-2020-02-22.pdf [https://perma.cc/EQB6-4FP5] (“We own and will hold copyright in the particular formats and manner of presentation We use to display and present Your Data.”).
above discussion, the test relies on whether the process of creating the compilation, or data, satisfies originality, with both tests distinguishing between facts, data, and the doctrine of merger fulfilled.\textsuperscript{332} The process of creating or compiling the data must also involve human authorship.\textsuperscript{333} The question of when originality exists in the compilation of aggregated data was most recently addressed by Canada’s Federal Court of Appeal in \textit{Toronto Real Estate Board (TREB) v. Commissioner of Competition},\textsuperscript{334} which agreed with the earlier ruling of the Competition Tribunal in which:

The Tribunal considered a number of criteria relevant to the determination of originality (paragraphs 737-738 and 740-745). Those included the process of data entry and its “almost instantaneous” appearance in the database. It found that “TREB’s specific compilation of data from real estate listings amounts to a mechanical exercise” (TR at para. 740). We find, on these facts, that the originality threshold was not met.\textsuperscript{335}

In this case, TREB operates a database system that contains property information, including addresses, price lists, and photographs of real estate listings.\textsuperscript{336} Information is added to the database on an ongoing basis by real estate brokers, who contribute data each time a property is listed with them.\textsuperscript{337} Members of TREB receive full access to the database via an electronic feed.\textsuperscript{338} They may make these data available through their websites.\textsuperscript{339} Simultaneously, some data available in the database are not distributed via the data feed; TREB allows members to share such data by fax, email, or telephone, restricting the sharing of some of the data through “virtual office” websites, which are accessible to clients.\textsuperscript{340}

TREB claimed that its restriction consisted only of enforcing its copyright interest in its compiled database.\textsuperscript{341} This claim was dismissed because the compilation failed to meet the tests of originality, as quoted above.\textsuperscript{342} Besides originality, the Federal Court of Appeal offered certain guidelines relevant for assessing the existence of copyright over
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aggregated agricultural data. Most relevant, the court stated that while "TREB’s contracts with third parties refer to its copyright, . . . that does not amount to proving the degree of skill, judgment or labor needed to show originality and to satisfy the copyright requirements." In user data, contractual stipulations often refer to aggregated data generated by software and computer systems as copyrightable works. However, though contractually binding to the user, such provisions in themselves do not prove originality under copyright.

This Canadian jurisprudence on originality requirements in the compilation of aggregated data is consistent with US jurisprudence. In a decision rendered in the wake of the US Supreme Court decision in *Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Company*, which held that copyright does not subsist in the information contained in a phone directory, the Second Circuit found copyright in a compendium of projections of used car valuations.

Often, contractual provisions for data sharing provide for the sweeping assertion of copyrights over aggregated agricultural data generated by software and computer systems. In relation to the dispute in which a group of American chicken farmers brought class actions in consideration of the potential harm posed by improperly sharing agricultural data, Agri Stats, the operator of the agricultural data-sharing app, regarded the data collected from farmers as the company’s “confidential and proprietary information.” As a matter of business practice, TPs, data intermediaries, and data platforms make such data accessible to anyone through subscription fees. Thus, technology users are forced to accept “click-through licenses” to gain

---

343. Id. at paras. 187–95.
344. Id. at para. 195.
345. For example, Climate FieldView uses the copyright word “works” in referring to its software-generated content. *Climate FieldView Terms of Service*, supra note 143 (“We own any works we generate (“Climate Generated Works”), including data.”).
347. Id. at para. 184.
349. CCC Info. Servs. v. MacLean Hunter Mkt. Reps., Inc., 44 F.3d 61, 63 (2d Cir. 1994); *see also* Mason v. Montgomery Data, Inc., 967 F.2d 135, 140–42 (5th Cir. 1992) (holding that a compilation of real estate ownership data superimposed on maps was protectible because the compiler made independent choices “to select information from numerous and sometimes conflicting sources” such as various public records and combined the data onto “an effective pictorial expression”).
350. Wiseman et al., supra note 131, at 8.
353. *See id.*
access to the data.\textsuperscript{354} Consequently, data collectors, processors, and aggregators effectively exercise copyright ownership over the aggregated data.

Given that recent jurisprudential developments provide the possibility for copyright claims to processed data and compilation of raw data,\textsuperscript{355} there are circumstances where copyright may indeed exist over aggregated data. For ATPs, data intermediaries, and data platforms, for example, the assertion of rights over agricultural data, whether through contracts or copyright, relies on the ground that such data, once collected and aggregated, lies outside the scope of “personal data”—the ownership of which is often clearly stipulated in contracts as belonging to farmers.\textsuperscript{356} In addition to a narrow scope of recognition of “personal data” in the agreements,\textsuperscript{357} legal protection under privacy regimes is sidestepped in aggregated data because such data are de-identified.\textsuperscript{358} Setting aside the failure of de-identification techniques and the possibility of re-identification through advanced processing,\textsuperscript{359} aggregated data may still be considered “relating to” farmers’ personal data and yet be owned by data collectors.\textsuperscript{360}

As noted above, in “privative” copyright jurisprudence, there is a basis for recognizing copyright-based privacy rights to objects that do not meet the statutory requirements of original expression.\textsuperscript{361} Thus, even when user data may be excluded from the scope of copyright, there is a jurisprudential basis for recognizing originators’ rights in data that could similarly be implemented in other legislation that is modeled on copyright.\textsuperscript{362}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{355.} See supra notes 335–50 and accompanying text.
\footnote{356.} See supra text accompanying notes 215–17.
\footnote{357.} See discussion supra Section V.B.
\footnote{358.} See supra text accompanying note 200.
\footnote{360.} For a discussion of when agricultural data may be “relating to” farmers in discussion, see supra text accompanying notes 193–95. See also Climate FieldView Terms of Service, supra note 143 (“We own any works we generate (“Climate Generated Works”), including data . . . whether or not the Climate Generated Works are related to personal data, Customer Farm Data or Third Party.”).
\footnote{361.} See supra text accompanying notes 248–53.
\footnote{362.} See supra text accompanying notes 248–53; Jane C. Ginsburg, No “Sweat”? Copyright and Other Protection of Works of Information After Feist v. Rural Telephone, 92 COLUM. L. REV. 338, 383 (1992) (arguing that works of information excluded from the 1976 Copyright Statute following the tests of originality adopted in Feist should be covered by an anticopying statute that departs in significant ways from the traditional copyright scheme).}

In what ways could a legal relationship between originators of either processed or aggregated data and data collectors and processors who enjoy ownership over such data be established? This Article advances the argument that even though user data rarely meets copyright law's statutory criteria, such as the originality test, their incorporation in aggregated and processed datasets should nonetheless lead to the creation of a “joint authorship” type relationship over such data that has become subject to copyright, entitling data originators to certain rights.\textsuperscript{363} The following discussion elaborates on this argument in light of the doctrine of joint authorship, which makes it suitable for recognizing data originators' contribution of user data to “works” that data collectors and processors hold under copyright.

\textbf{C. Joint Authorship as a Basis of Relationship}

In its origin, copyright assigns authorship to the individual under the construct of the author’s solitary, romantic genius.\textsuperscript{364} However, conceived in individualistic and solitary terms, the assumption underlying the definition of author under copyright law did not consider the complex process of creation, which depends on a multiplicity of production methods.\textsuperscript{365} As Professor Chon notes, “the dual effects of digitization and networking” have exposed the limits of what is considered work and who the author is under traditional copyright principles.\textsuperscript{366} As discussed above, the evolving jurisprudence has opened doors to the possibility of data copyrightability, particularly regarding processed data in the form of aggregated data as “works.”\textsuperscript{367} For a legal framework to enable proper data governance, which recognizes originators' contribution to such “work” under the normative model of privative copyright, the doctrine of joint authorship may be invoked as providing the normative basis to justify certain authorial rights.\textsuperscript{368}

Notably, copyright rules relating to joint authorship were developed entirely in an incremental, common-law fashion until the
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passing of the US Copyright Act of 1976, which, for the first time, dealt with joint authorship through the definition of “joint work.” In accordance with the Copyright Act, works produced through collaboration become “joint works,” and so the question often arises of what contribution from a putative author qualifies as a work of joint authorship. Despite variation in the wording of the statutes and judicial tests—which later developed in both the United States and Canada—joint authorship arises if there is (i) collaboration between the authors in furtherance of a common design to create the work, or (ii) from each a significant original contribution to the expression of the work, consisting of “inseparable or interdependent parts of a unitary whole” (or in Canada “not distinct” from the other’s contribution). In the United States, there is also a statutory requirement of “intention,” which the courts have construed as requiring the putative joint authors to have “collaborative intent,” “shared . . . intent,” or “intent to create a joint work.”

Although the determination of joint authorship based on the above requirements has made the doctrine hazy in “scenarios where one collaborator’s contributions are inextricably tied to those of another,”

369. Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-553, § 101, 90 Stat 2541 (codified at 17 U.S.C. § 101) (“A ‘joint work’ is a work prepared by two or more authors with the intention that their contributions be merged into inseparable or interdependent parts of a unitary whole.”). While the first US copyright statute, the Copyright Act of 1790, uses the phrase “author or authors” in multiple places, it made no special allowances for joint authorship, nor did it specify how such joint authorship was to be determined. See Copyright Act of 1790, 1 Stat 124 (1790) (repealed 1831). The Copyright Act of 1909 focused entirely on a singular “author” throughout. See Copyright Act of 1909, Pub. L. No. 60-349, 35 Stat 1075 (1909) (repealed 1976); Shyamkrishna Balganesh, Unplanned Coauthorship, 100 VA. L. REV. 1683, 1685 n.10 (2014). In Canada, a “work of joint authorship” is “a work produced by the collaboration of two or more authors in which the contribution of one author is not distinct from the contribution of the other author or authors.” Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, c C-42, s 2 (Can.).


the *raison d’être* for the requirement of intention can be replaced by a “collaborative impulse.” In such circumstances, there arises what is referred to as “unplanned co-authorship [sic].” In this context, under both Canadian and US law, what matters for the finding of joint authorship is only that the putative co-authors submit contributions that entitle each of them to be classed as authors.

Most US cases follow the so-called “Goldstein standard,” which affirms that each author should make an independently copyrightable contribution to be eligible for joint authorship in work. However, a minority of cases have adopted what has come to be called “Nimmer’s view of authorship,” which requires a putative co-author merely to demonstrate that they made a “non-*de minimis* contribution” to the joint work, even though that contribution may not be independently copyrightable. Goldstein’s interpretation of “authorship” relies on the argument that because work requires copyrightability to be a work “of authorship,” so too must a creator of a joint work contribute something copyrightable to be considered as an author. Thus, the definition of joint authorship is inevitably linked to the individualism that animates the modern concept of an author.

However, there is support for the proposition that each author of a joint work need not contribute copyrightable work. First, the construing joint authorship as requiring each putative author to contribute independently copyrightable works “form(s) part of a narrow
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379. *E.g.*, Words & Data, Inc. v. GTE Commc’ns Servs., Inc., 765 F. Supp. 570, 575 (W.D. Mo. 1991) (quoting MELVILLE B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, 1 NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 6.07 (2021)) (“*I*t would seem, however, that each such contribution must, in any event, be more than *de minimis*. That is, more than a word or line must be added by one who claims to be a joint author.”); Gaiman v. McFarlane, 360 F.3d 644, 658–59 (7th Cir 2004); see also H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476, at 120 (1976) (“*The* touchstone [of coownership of joint works] is the intention, at the time the writing is done, that the parts be absorbed or combined into an integrated unit, although the parts themselves may be either ‘inseparable’ . . . or ‘interdependent’ . . . .”)
view of joint works taken by courts under the [1976] Copyright Act.”

Each joint author’s requirement to make an independently copyrightable contribution does not have deeper judicial roots, as it is not found in any cases decided under the Copyright Act 1909. Instead, the courts have imposed the requirement, beginning with the standard set by the Second Circuit in Childress v. Taylor.

Besides, there is no statutory language to support the view that originality equals authorship, either in joint works or works in general. Section 101 of the 1976 Copyright Act defines a joint work simply as “a work prepared by two or more authors” without reference to the nature of the required contribution. In contrast, section 102(a) sets forth the standards for copyrightable subject matter, with the wording: “copyright subsists in accordance with this title, in original works of authorship. . . .” Although the phrase “original works of authorship” appears in several portions of the statute, this phrase is notably absent in the “joint works” section. While a bill to insert the word “original” into the definition of joint works—which would thus require each joint author make an original contribution—it was never reported out of committee. It has also been argued that the requirement of originality cannot apply to all uses of the term “author” in the 1976 Copyright Act since an employer, as an author of a work created for hire, need not have supplied any of the originality itself.

As a result, non-original expressions could be authored within the meaning of the 1976 Copyright Act, although such expressions do not attract copyright protection as works under the Copyright statute. In his article on the definition of an author for copyright purposes, with respect to the US Constitution’s reference to “authors,” Versteeg observes that “[t]he present law [Copyright Act] does not

382. See, e.g., Edward B. Marks Music Corp. v. Jerry Vogel Music Co., 140 F.2d 266, 267 (2d Cir. 1944), modified, 140 F.2d 268 (2d Cir. 1944); Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. v. Jerry Vogel Music Co., 221 F.2d 569, 570 (2d Cir. 1955); G. Ricordi & Co. v. Columbia Graphophone Co., 238 F.72, 75 (S.D.N.Y. 1919).
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388. Lape, supra note 382, at 68; see Landau, supra note 384, at 216.
protect as much subject matter as the constitutional grant [to authors] could permit.\textsuperscript{390} The contributions of non-original expressions by an author—even though they do not entitle her to be a joint author under copyright because of the prevailing judicial approach—ought nonetheless result in some level of recognition under a \textit{sui generis} statute.

As revealed in the above discussion, user data that has become part of aggregated data, and hence has become copyrightable processed data, could meet the standard of “original expression” as a copyrightable criterion.\textsuperscript{391} However, it is unlikely that raw user data, except perhaps for activity data, such as farm operation data, meets the standard set under \textit{Feist} and \textit{CCH Canada}.\textsuperscript{392} These categories of data do not meet the copyright’s statutory standards of originality as evincing a “modicum of creativity” or “the exercise of skills and judgment” under either US or Canadian standards, respectively, in order to have a standalone right.\textsuperscript{393} Nevertheless, user data generated in the form of machine and device data, activity data, or technical data can be analogized to what Professor Ginsburg characterizes as “low authorship works” or “sweat works,” which she asserts should be protected.\textsuperscript{394} Criticizing the lack of protection for “works at once high in commercial value but low in personal authorship” under the prevailing approach that requires “originality,” Ginsburg proposes protection for information works “[where] the worth of the work lies in the information, rather than in the form imposed [by copyright]” through a legislated compulsory licensing regime affording the first compiler compensation.\textsuperscript{395}

The argument in this Article is not that user data should be covered by copyright, either independently or as part of a joint work. However, this discussion demonstrates that a \textit{sui generis} legislative framework for user data of diverse categories could be modeled under copyright law, given the normative basis in privative claims and recognition of the contribution of non-copyrightable works of authors under joint authorship doctrine. Therefore, in a data-governance framework that defines the relationship between technology users and
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data originators on the one hand and data collectors and processors on the other, copyright law could provide a model for recognizing users’ contributions as sources of data. Thus, the next question that presents itself is: What is the nature and scope of the rights that should be recognized in a legislative intervention on behalf of data originators?

VII. NATURE AND CONTENT OF RIGHTS IN POTENTIAL LEGISLATIVE INTERVENTION TO SUPPORT DATA ORIGINATORS

The proposed *sui generis* framework would be best modeled on copyright law because the nature of rights to be included is best structured as a private law claim. Being that such a framework has normative roots in copyright does not suggest that data originators acquire ownership rights similar to an actual joint owner. Instead, just like copyright operates by granting creators a private cause of action for certain kinds of unauthorized use of their works, data originators should be given specific rights that could be enforced through private rights of action, imitating those granted by copyright.

The proposed framework recognizes that once user data has been shared with data collectors and aggregated with a mix of different data categories, its potential is best maximized by treating it as a resource from which insights can be derived and shared. User data, such as agricultural data, are a non-rivalrous good that multiple parties can consume without diminishing the initial value enjoyed by other users of that data. As such, user data are generally worth more to everyone (including those who generated them) when shared than when analyzed in silos. While deciding whether or not to share data remains with the data originator, legal principles make “ownership” of user data challenging to define. Such ownership framework mainly reinforces and strengthens data collectors’ and data processors’ claims for monopoly over data. Hence, the content of the originators’ claims to user data is best defined as a right to access and maintain control.

With such rights, data originators can utilize data in their production and marketing decisions regarding their agricultural
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activity. Also, the right to control data would enable data originators to ensure that the data they willingly share with TPs, data platforms, and data intermediaries are not shared with third parties without the originators’ consent. Furthermore, if the data are transferred without their consent, originators would have a cause of action irrespective of what the data-sharing contract may provide.

The lack of a mechanism to ensure such access and control over data brings issues of trust and uncertainty regarding data and the outcome of related analysis in the age of big data. The expansive rights granted to data aggregators under users’ contractual relationships should be limited to protect technology users, as the weaker contracting parties, through mandatory rules of law. Such mandatory rules have long been standard in all jurisdictions to protect groups of individuals who are recognized as the weaker parties in their contracting relationships with others (e.g., employees and tenants).

The above discussion shows the need to guarantee the data originator’s claim for access to and control over user data through a legal framework, containing rules of mandatory law that do not leave room for contractual deviation from the rules laid down within it. Such a guarantee should recognize originators’ rights (entitlement) to user data. Given the normative roots for such a legal framework in copyright law, as discussed above, it is recommended that such a legal framework be adopted at the federal level in both the United States and Canada.

In defining the content of rights, the relationship of data originators to user data can be characterized both as authorial—namely, as contributors to what is held under copyright—and as users in implementing data to effectively engage in the digital economy, such as through digital agriculture. Thus, at a minimum, a potential sui generis legislative framework modeled on copyright for user data ought to recognize two rights that flow from these two characterizations in this respective order: the right to control disclosure and the right of access.

A. Right to Control Disclosure

The first and most crucial right that ought to be recognized for proper governance of user data and which flows directly from recognizing data originators as contributors to data under proprietary control is the right to control disclosure. As noted earlier, the right of disclosure is embedded in the common-law right of first publication of
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unpublished works, subsumed under the exclusive right of public
distribution under the US Copyright Act of 1976.\footnote{402} Given the criteria
of this Act, which exclude non-original expressions from the scope of
protection, a suitable \textit{sui generis} regime for user data ought to codify
the right in the form of control over the disclosure of data generated by
originators.\footnote{403} To fully understand the scope of rights that technology
users, such as farmers, can acquire by recognizing rights that simulate
the right of disclosure, it is necessary to illuminate how the right of
disclosure works in those civil law jurisdictions that recognize it in their
copyright legislation.

The right of disclosure is a bundle of rights within the ambit of
moral rights, broadly recognized in civil law jurisdictions (along with
attribution, integrity, and withdrawal rights).\footnote{404} Moral rights are
characterized as inherent rights of the author, meaning that they
belong to those who actually created the work in question and not those
who own copyright upon assignment.\footnote{405} The right of disclosure enables
the holders to control the publication of their works, empowering them
with the ultimate decision over whether a work is complete and should
be made public.\footnote{406} The similar right of first publication, represented in
the Copyright Act of 1976 through the right of public distribution,
“failed to account for the alienability of the rights,” thereby morphing
“into an unrecognizable and unjustifiable right that may be asserted
regardless of the identity of the person asserting it.”\footnote{407} However, the
right of disclosure is an inalienable right that “recognizes the author as
the ultimate judge of when and under what conditions a work can be
disseminated.”\footnote{408} Therein lies the unique significance of the right of
disclosure: the author can impose conditions on how a work is
disseminated, and such a right cannot be transferred through
contractual arrangements.

\footnote{402. See Keller, supra note 232, at 26.}
\footnote{403. See Ginsburg, supra note 363, at 381.}
(2006); cf. Adolf Dietz, \textit{The Moral Right of the Author: Moral Rights and the Civil Law Countries},
among western European countries).}
\footnote{405. \textit{Arthur R. Miller \& Michael H. Davis, Intellectual Property: Patents, Trademarks, and
Copyright in a Nutshell} 448 (5th ed. 2012) ([T]he person claiming the moral right
typically no longer own the work itself or the copyright. The claim is thus based on a different,
inherent right that is part of authorship itself.").}
\footnote{407. Keller, supra note 232, at 36.}
In modeling data governance for user data through the right of disclosure, data originators ought to retain the right to decide what data are disclosed to third parties and how, after sharing contractual data with a TP, data intermediary, or data platform. Given the possibility of aggregated user data being tied back to an individual or their farm, for example, such right of disclosure is essential to address data originators’ fears and concerns in data sharing. Recognizing the right of disclosure would also help prevent the potential abuse of power that is enabled by data-sharing practices, such as those that have arisen in class actions in the US poultry industry. The right of disclosure resembles the right to control personal data in privacy regimes. However, it fills the void created in such regimes because user data cannot qualify as “personal data,” even when “relating to” a particular individual or to the means of their economic dependence, such as the farm.

**B. Right of Access as a Counterbalance to Access-Right**

Access-right is a new right that has emerged in digital copyright jurisprudence and scholarship over the last two decades. “Access-right” is described as the copyright owners’ “right to control the manner in which members of the public apprehend the work... [through] a right against the gaining of unauthorized access.” Although this right was explicitly introduced by the DMCA in 1998 and became an integral part of copyright in the wake of the availability of mass-copying devices, Professor Ginsburg states that it was “implicit in the reproduction and distribution rights under copyright” law in earlier times but has evolved to extend to new forms of exploitation in the digital age.
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The content of access-right, distinguishable from “copy”-right, has been confirmed in a series of cases as a new cause of action to protect works from unauthorized circumvention of virtual locks and keys (collectively referred to as TPMs). This right has empowered technology companies to contractually customize a set of entitlements to access or use their software in whatever ways the companies think best. Furthermore, such a mechanism is protected with a copyright-based cause of action, which avoids analyzing whether copyright infringement has occurred. As demonstrated in the above discussion, such exercise of an access-right by ATPs, like John Deere, has led to the growing “right to repair” movement in the United States and Canada, which entitles farmers to access machine-diagnostic data.

As a self-standing cause of action, access-right is sometimes construed as not requiring the existence of underlying copyright. Moreover, exceptions to copyright (such as fair use) do not guarantee access to a work to carry out a permitted act under copyright law. In this respect, access-right is juxtaposed with the right to access, which
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is the end user’s “right to gain access.” Being originators and users of data, particularly machine and technical data controlled through TPMs, data originators ought to be recognized as bearers of a new right of access to such data. The various “right to repair” initiatives that are intended to allow technology users access to diagnostic and repair data ought to be expanded to enable them to access other datasets of which they are the originators.

The basis for this recognition arises from the conceptualization of copyright as an access-right, the grant of which entails the obligation to secure access. In such a conceptualization, the data originator’s right to access data is required, first, to counterbalance the access-right, thereby fulfilling “[the] proper balance between protection and access.” This addresses the goal of copyright law—affirmed by Canada’s Supreme Court—of promoting the “progress of science and useful arts,” as accepted in the United States. Given that copyright exceptions are often overridden through contracts—for example, exemptions granted by the Library of Congress to circumvent TPMs for repair—a legal framework is required that will entitle technology users to access data through mandatory rules. Such rules should be structured in a way that overrides any contractual clause to the contrary. Second, users’ right to access machine and technical data, which are often locked under proprietary software and controlled through TPMs, is justified because technology users are the very source of such data. Given that technical and machine data are raw data and therefore do not attract copyright in most circumstances, there is no justification for TPs to exclusively “own” these data through an access-right and enjoy exclusive benefits.
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE INQUIRY

There is significant enthusiasm surrounding the big data phenomenon given its potential to realize gains by applying precision technologies that combine advanced technologies (for example, IoT) with AI-based data analytics. However, there is some concern that these gains might not be fairly distributed across users, TPs, data intermediaries, and data platforms. The prevailing legal regime enables actors in the upper echelon of the user data ecosystem to retain exclusive and de facto control over access to various forms of user data.\(^\text{430}\) A sui generis law inspired by copyright addresses the distributional concerns associated with the different applications of big data, such as in agriculture, by empowering technology users to appropriate a fair share of the gains of digital technologies through access to and control over data.

This Article has explored the various legal regimes relevant to accessing and controlling user data in an evolving digital landscape. It has demonstrated the inadequacy of current law and existing mechanisms for ensuring technology users’ access to and control over data. It has also identified trends in which TPs, data intermediaries, and data platforms exercise ownership and control of user data to the prejudice of data originators, such as farmers. Without legislation that clarifies ownership and control through the equitable governance of user data, these trends risk widening the inequality gap and may result in the loss of technology users’ autonomy.

The potential of the big data phenomenon could be realized through a data-governance mechanism that encourages users to share data with technology providers through a relationship of trust and transparency. This mechanism recognizes the need for originators to have clarity regarding access to and control of their data while simultaneously enabling data integration to provide actionable and usable knowledge across the user data ecosystem. While the exchange of data for such uses, as actionable on-farm and off-farm decisions, is facilitated through proper data sharing, data originators such as farmers need assurances as to who will have access to the data and how it will be used. This consequently guarantees that the benefits of access to and use of data are shared. This Article has argued that an ownership framework for data access and control under copyright consolidates the power of data collectors, processors, and aggregators. The prevailing mechanism of data access and control through contracts also has the same effect.

\(^{430}\) See, e.g., discussion supra Section V.A.
Given that contractual entitlements to data are often reinforced and maintained through legal and technical forms of control under copyright, this Article proposes that the appropriate protection of farmers’ access to and control over data can be accomplished through *sui generis* legislation modeled on copyright law. Copyright law provides an appropriate normative basis for recognizing data originators’ privacy interest regarding user data in its recognition of authors’ claims to their work, where this work has a confidential and private nature and is revelatory of the author’s identity.

This Article substantiates the need for access and control over user data, to a large extent, based on an example of agricultural data. Given the multidimensional and pervasive application of big data technologies across diverse sectors, an outstanding issue remains to be explored. That issue is whether the initiatives and mechanisms for ensuring access to and control over technology users’ data (i) adopt a sector-specific approach that focuses on context-specific areas to which datafication brings unique challenges, or (ii) treat the users’ data as part of the interconnected domain of the economy.

In recent discourse, the question of access to and control over data is seen as part of a broader inquiry into the new political economy trend, described in such expressions as the “data-driven economy,”431 “informational capitalism,”432 and “surveillance capitalism.”433 In these settings, data constitutes the essential capital asset of the global economy. However, agricultural data comprises a unique data category that warrants consideration of a type different from, for example, social media users’ data about which recent data-governance proposals have proliferated.434 Unlike most other data categories, agricultural data is actively utilized in farmers’ day-to-day activities, such as in the planning of farm tasks, farm monitoring, events management, automation of farm services, and forecasting of agricultural production.435 Farmers require access to data in their role as decision-
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makers on their farms.\textsuperscript{436} In addition to using data in the operation, management, and structure of farms, farmers utilize agricultural data to participate in the agricultural value chain, including in the marketing of their products.\textsuperscript{437} Moreover, the harm that disclosure of agricultural data to third parties can cause farmers goes beyond interests that privacy torts traditionally compensate—such as those related to autonomy and dignity—by including economic harms. In the US Poultry industry case mentioned above, for example, Agri Stat’s disclosure of agricultural data to third parties resulted in lower wages for farmers and increased prices.\textsuperscript{438}

Thus, agricultural data has unique significance as an economic good. In this context, insofar as agricultural data is closely interlinked with a farmer’s land, such as agronomic data collected using AI sensors, it would seem reasonable that the property interest in the land extends to the data. Even in such scenarios, the data would be a subject of property interest independent of the land. However, proposals to recognize data as property in this manner have faced criticism because of the limits of property rules in accommodating data ownership.\textsuperscript{439} In this connection between data and property, it is necessary to inquire whether the instrumentalization of copyright in the manner proposed in this Article forms part of the so-called “new” materialist movement
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in intellectual property.\textsuperscript{440} This movement seeks to highlight “the qualities and characteristics originating from non-human actors [sic] such that, ‘the scope of original expression beyond that which originates with a human contributor, might result in an expanded incidence of authorship.’\textsuperscript{441} If so, the analysis in this Article in the context of agricultural data has implications for other areas, for example, areas in which datafication of the agricultural land might be seen as an equivalent to the “dematerialization” of genetic resources through digital sequence information technologies.\textsuperscript{442} In short, the multifaceted nature of big data’s applications draws convergences and interconnections between different norms and regimes concerning access to and control over data, which ought to be further explored to properly reconcile conflicting interests of individuals, social groups, companies, and countries.
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